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1.1 ECONOMY SNIPPETS 

1. Customs Duty Waiver on Edible Oil Imports 

Why in News? 

 The Union Commerce Minister has announced that the government has decided to waive 

customs duty on import of crude sunflower, palm and soyabean oil, a move aimed at 

controlling their prices. 

Edible Oil Imports and India: 

 Given the heavy dependency on imports, the Indian edible oil market is influenced by the 

International Markets. 

 Of the 20-21 million tonnes of edible oil that India consumes annually, around 4-15 mt is 

imported. 

 India is second only to China (34-35 mt) in terms of consumption of edible oil. 

 Crude and food-grade refined oil is imported in large vessels, mainly from Malaysia, Brazil, 

Argentina, Indonesia etc. 

 Home-grown oilseeds such as soyabean, groundnut, mustard, cottonseed etc find their way 

to domestic solvent and expellers plants, where both the oil and the protein-rich 

component is extracted. 

Prices and Politics: 

 Prices of edible oil have been rising across the country since few months. 

 Most edible oils are trading between Rs 130-Rs 190/litre. 

 Also, the festive season will see increased buying of edible oils. 

Impact of the Move: 

 Consumers might not see a drastic reduction immediately in prices of edible oil. 

 The reduction in duty is expected to affect the earnings of oilseed growers across the 

country. 

Long-term implications: 

 Over the last few years, the government has taken a series of steps to remove India‘s 

import dependency on pulses, and tried to do the same for oilseeds through national 

missions. 

 However, frequent market interventions that ultimately bring down prices would backfire 

on the government and veer farmers away from growing oilseeds. 

 We need continuity in prices to help farmers stick to oilseeds or pulses. 
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Customs Duty: 

 Customs duty refers to the tax imposed on goods when they are transported across 

International Borders. 

 In simple terms, it is the tax that is levied on import and export of goods. 

 Custom duty in India is defined under the Customs Act, 1962, and all matters related to it 

fall under the Central Board of Excise & Customs (CBEC). 

 The Government uses this duty to raise its revenues, safeguard domestic industries, and 

regulate movement of goods. The rate of Customs duty varies depending on where the 

goods were made and what they were made of. 

 

2. Powering the Energy Sector 

Why in News? 

 Most discoms are deep into the red as high aggregate technical and commercial (AT&C) 

losses are chipping into their revenues. Against this backdrop, the Electricity 

(Amendment) Bill of 2020 is a game-changing reform. 

 Why the Electricity (Amendment) Bill of 2020 is a game-changing reform: 

 De-licensing power distribution: This will provide the consumers with an option of 

choosing the service provider, switch their power supplier and enable the entry of private 

companies in distribution, thereby resulting in increased competition. 

 In fact, privatisation of discoms in Delhi has reduced AT&C losses significantly from 55% 

in 2002 to 9% in 2020. 

 Open access for purchasing power: Open access for purchasing power from the open 

market should be implemented across States and barriers in the form of cross-subsidy 

surcharge, additional surcharge and electricity duty being applied by States should be 

reviewed. 

 Issue of Tariff Revision: The question of tariffs needs to be revisited if the power sector 

is to be strengthened. Tariffs ought to be reflective of the average cost of supply to begin 

with and eventually move to customer category-wise cost of supply in a defined time 

frame. 

 This will facilitate a reduction in cross-subsidies. 

 Inclusion in GST: Electrical energy should be covered under GST, with a lower rate of 

GST, as this will make it possible for power generator/transmission/distribution utilities to 

get a refund of input credit, which in turn will reduce the cost of power. 
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 Use of Smart Meters: Technology solutions such as installation of smart meters and 

smart grids which will reduce AT&C losses and restore financial viability of the sector. 

 The impetus to renewable energy: The impetus to renewable energy, which will help us 

mitigate the impact of climate change, is much needed. Despite its inherent benefits, the 

segment has shown relatively slow progress with an estimated installed capacity of 5-6 GW 

as on date, well short of the 2022 target. The Bill also underpins the importance of green 

energy by proposing a penalty for non-compliance with the renewable energy purchase 

obligations which mandate States and power distribution companies to purchase a 

specified quantity of electricity from renewable and hydro sources 

 Strengthening the regulatory Architecture: This will be done by appointing a 

member with a legal background in every electricity regulatory commission and 

strengthening the Appellate Tribunal for Electricity. 

 This will ensure faster resolution of long-pending issues and reduce legal hassles. 

 Authority for contractual obligation: Provision in the Bill such as the creation of an 

Electricity Contract Enforcement Authority to supervise the fulfillment of contractual 

obligations under power purchase agreement, cost reflective tariffs and provision of 

subsidy through DBT are commendable. Early passage of the Bill is critical as it will help 

unleash a path-breaking reform for bringing efficiency and profitability to the distribution 

sector. 
 

3. A Global Player in Solar Power 

Why in News? 

 Large-scale solar projects in Tamil Nadu have seen rapid growth in recent years. By 

Embracing Advances in solar technologies, India can continue to lead in this sector. 

Factors Driving Growth: 

 In the past five years, the cumulative installed capacity witnessed a four-fold increase in 

Tamil Nadu to 4.4 GW, as of March 2021. 

 High insolation level: Aiding this capacity addition is the State‘s reasonably high insolation 

levels and matching solar potential, estimated at 279GW. 

 Decline in price: The sharp decline in the prices for solar and resulting cost 

competitiveness is another factor. 

 National target: Additionally, in response to the ambitious national targets and to spur 

sector specific development, Tamil Nadu released the Solar Policy of 2019, aiming for 9GW 

of solar installations by 2023. 
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 Type of technology use for solar panel: 

1. Mono-crystalline Vs multi-crystalline panels:  

 ‗First-generation‘ solar cells use mono-crystalline and multi-crystalline silicon 

wafers. 

 The efficiency of mono-crystalline panels is about 24%, while for multi-crystalline 

panels it is about 20%. 

 Mono-crystalline cells are dominant today. 

 Although mono-crystalline panels are priced higher than multi-crystalline ones, the 

difference is diminishing and will soon attain parity. 

 This would result in mono panels being preferred over multi due to their higher 

efficiency, greater energy yield and lower cost of energy. 

2. Bifacial Solar Cells:  

 Newer technologies incorporating crystalline silicon focus on bifacial solar cells, 

capable of harvesting energy from both sides of the panel. 

 Bifacials can augment the power output by 10-20%. 

 Within this, the Passive Emitter and Rear Contact technology is predicted to Gain 

popularity. However, it is yet to achieve price parity for large-scale deployment. 

3. Thin-film Technologies:  

 It is classified as the ‗second generation of solar PVs. 

 In addition to being used in solar farms and rooftops, thin films with their low 

thickness, light weight and flexibility are also placed on electronic devices and 

vehicles, power streetlights and traffic signals. 

 Mainstream thin films utilise semiconductor chemistries like Cadmium Telluride 

with module efficiencies of around 19%. 

 Other technologies include Amorphous Silicon and Copper Indium Gallium Di-

Selenide. 

 Nanocrystal and dye-sensitised solar cells are variants of the thin film technology. 

These are in early stages for large-scale commercial deployment 

 However, the efficiency of thin films is lower than that of crystalline silicon. 

4. Perovskite:  

 These are grouped as ‗third generation‘ and contain technologies such as perovskite, 

Nanocrystal and dye-sensitised solar cells. 

 Perovskites have seen rapid advances in recent years, achieving cell efficiency of 

18%. 
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 They have the highest potential to replace silicon and disrupt the solar PV market, 

due to factors such as ease of manufacture, low production costs and potential for 

Higher Efficiencies. 

5. Use of Graphene Quantum-dots:  

 Graphene is made of a single layer of carbon atoms bonded together as hexagons. 

 Solar cells made of graphene are of interest due to high theoretical efficiency of 60% 

and its super capacitating nature. 

 Quantum-dot PVs use semiconductor nanocrystals exhibiting quantum mechanical 

properties capable of high efficiency of about 66%. 

 However, both these are in the early stages of research. 

 Technologies to better integrate solar PVs into the grid 

 These technologies include weather forecasting and power output prediction 

systems; operation monitoring and control systems; and scheduling and 

optimisation systems. 

 Additionally, automatic systems have been developed for the smooth resolution of 

output fluctuations. 

Way Forward: 

 A portion of the budget for renewable energy targets should be set aside exclusively for 

New Technologies. 

 Grants and subsidies can also be provided for their adoption. 

 Efforts must be taken to address gaps in research, development, and manufacturing 

capabilities in the solar sector through sector-specific investment and incentives. 

 There must also be greater industry-academia collaborations and funding opportunities 

for startups. 

 A comprehensive sector-specific skilling programme is also required for workers. 

 

4. India‟s First Banni Buffalo IVF Calf Born 

Why in News? 

 With the birth of first IVF calf of a Buffalo breed namely Banni in the country, India‘s 

Ovum Pick-Up (OPU) – IVF work has reached to next level. 

Banni Buffalo: 

 Banni buffaloes are also known as ―Kutchi‖ or ―Kundi‖. 

 The breeding tract includes the Banni area of Kutchchh district of Gujarat. 
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 The breed is maintained mostly by Maldharis under locally adapted typical extensive 

production system in its breeding tract. 

What makes them Unique? 

 Banni buffaloes are trained to graze on Banni grassland during night and brought to the 

villages in the morning for milking. 

 This traditional system of buffalo rearing has been adapted to avoid the heat stress and 

high temperature of the day. 

 It has unique qualities of adaptation such as the ability to survive water scarcity 

conditions, to cover long distances during periods of drought and disease resistance. 

Indigenous buffalo breeds in India: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. A clean Energy Transition Plan for India 

Why in News? 

 India has a long way to go in providing electricity security to its people since its per capita 

Electricity Consumption is still only a third of the global average. 

Ensuring Energy Security and Role of Coal: 

 Energy security warrants the uninterrupted supply of energy at affordable prices. 

S.No BREED BREEDING STATE 

1 Banni Gujarat 

2 Bargur Tamil Nadu 

3 Bhadawari Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh 

4 Chattisgarh Chhattisgarh 

5 Chilika Odisha 

6 Gojri Himachal Pradesh and Punjab 

7 Jaffarabadi Gujarat 

8 Kalahandi Odisha 

9 Luit (Swamp) Assam 

10 Marathwadi Maharashtra 

11 Mehsana Gujarat 

12 Murrah Haryana and Delhi 

13 Nagpuri Maharashtra 

14 Nilli Ravi Punjab 

15 Pandharpuri Maharashtra 

16 Surti Gujarat 

17 Toda Tamil Nadu 
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  Thanks to the Electricity Act of 2003, the installed coal-fired thermal power plant (TPP) 

generation capacity in India more than doubled from 94 GW to 192 GW between March 

2011 and 2017. 

 This sharp increase in the installed capacity has enabled the government to increase per 

capita electricity consumption by 37% while reducing peak demand deficit from 9.8% 

(2010-11) to 1.6% (2016-17).  

 TPPs contributed 71% of the 1,382 billion units (BU) of electricity generated by utilities in 

India during FY 2020-21 though they accounted for only 55% of the total installed 

generation capacity of 382 GW (as of March 2021). 

 Coal, therefore, plays a vital role in India‘s ongoing efforts to achieve Sustainable 

Development Goal 7, which is ―to ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and 

modern energy for all‖. 

 Renewable energy utilisation issue and implications for consumers: 

 While variable renewable energy (VRE) sources (primarily, wind and solar) account for 

24.7% of the total installed generation capacity, as of March 2021, they contributed 10.7% 

of the electricity generated by utilities during FY 2020-21. 

 However, the ramp-up of VRE generation capacity without commensurate growth in 

electricity demand has resulted in lower utilisation of TPPs whose fixed costs must be paid 

by the distribution companies (DISCOMs) and passed through to the final consumer. 

 The current level of VRE in the national power grid is increasing the cost of power 

procurement for DISCOMs, leading to tariff increases for electricity consumers.  

 Therefore, India must implement a plan to increase energy efficiency and reduce the 

emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) and airborne pollutants from TPPs without making 

power unaffordable to industries that need low-cost 24×7 power to compete in the global 

market. 

 Way Forward: time-bound transition plan: 

 Phasing Out: The plan should involve the progressive retirement of TPPs(unit size 210 

MW and below) based on key performance parameters such as efficiency, specific coal 

consumption, technological obsolescence, and age. 

 Increasing Utilisation: The resulting shortfall in baseload electricity generation can be 

made up by increasing the utilisation of existing High-Efficiency-Low-Emission (HELE) 

TPPs that are currently under-utilised to accommodate VRE and commissioning the 47 

Government-owned TPPs. 
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 In addition, the Nuclear Power Corporation of India Limited (NPCIL) is also constructing 

11 nuclear power plants with a total generation capacity of 8,700 MW that will supply 24×7 

power without any CO2 emissions. 

 The combined thermal (220 GW) and nuclear (15 GW) capacity of 235 GW can meet the 

base load requirement (80% of peak demand) during the evening peak in FY 2029-30 

without expensive battery storage. 

 The optimal utilisation of existing and under-construction HELE TPPs with faster-

ramping capabilities and lower technical minimums also facilitates VRE integration. 

 Since HELE TPPs minimise emissions of particulate matter (PM), SO2, and NO2, the 

transition plan offers operational, economic, and environmental benefits including 

avoidance of sustenance Capex and FGD costs in the 211 obsolete TPPs to be retired 

besides savings in specific coal consumption and water requirement leading to reductions 

in electricity tariffs and PM pollution. 

 

6. Prakritik Kheti Khushhal Yojana (PK3Y) 

Why in News? 

 Women farmers in the hill State of Himachal Pradesh are gradually turning to non-

chemical, low cost ―natural farming‖, under the Prakritik Kheti Khushhal Yojana (PK3Y). 

Prakritik Kheti Khushhal Yojana: 

 Launched in 2018, the State‘s PK3Y is promoting the climate resilient Subhash Palekar 

Natural Farming (SPNF), also called ‗Zero Budget Natural Farming‘. 

 Over 1.5 lakh farmers have been trained in natural farming in the State so far, with 

substantial numbers of women participants. 

Zero Budget Natural Farming (ZBNF): 

 ZBNF is a set of farming methods, and also a grassroots peasant movement, which has 

spread to various states in India. Subhash Palekar perfected it during the 1990s at his farm 

in Amravati district in Maharashtra‘s drought-prone Vidarbha region. 

 According to the ―zero budget‖ concept, farmers won‘t have to spend any money on 

fertilisers and other agricultural inputs. 

 Over 98% of the nutrients that crops require — carbon dioxide, nitrogen, water, solar 

energy — are already present in nature. 

 The remaining 1.5-2% are taken from the soil, after microorganisms convert them from 

―non- 
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Four Wheels of ZBNF: 

 The ―four wheels‖ of ZBNF are ‗Jiwamrita‘, ‗Bijamrita‘, ‗Mulching‘ and ‗Waaphasa‘. 

 Jiwamrita is a fermented mixture of cow dung and urine (of desi breeds), jaggery, pulses 

flour, water and soil from the farm bund. 

 This isn‘t a fertiliser, but just a source of some 500 crore micro-organisms that can convert 

all the necessary ―non-available‖ nutrients into ―available‖ form. 

 Bijamrita is a mix of desi cow dung and urine, water, bund soil and lime that is used as a 

seed treatment solution prior to sowing. 

 Mulching, or covering the plants with a layer of dried straw or fallen leaves, is meant to 

conserve soil moisture and keep the temperature around the roots at 25-32 degrees 

Celsius, which allows the microorganisms to do their job. 

 Waaphasa, or providing water to maintain the required moisture-air balance, also achieves 

the same objective. 

Astra‟s of ZBNF against Pest Attacks: 

 ZBNF advocates the use of special ‗Agniastra‘, ‗Bramhastra‘ and ‗Neemastra‘ concoctions. 

 They are based on cow urine and dung, plus pulp from leaves of neem, white datura, 

papaya, guava and pomegranates — for controlling pest and disease attacks. 

Is it organic farming? 

 ZBNF uses farmyard manure or vermicompost. 

 However, not all farmers are convinced about ZBNF. Why? 

 Cost of Labour: The cost of labour for collection of dung and urine, apart from the other 

inputs used in preparation of Jiwamrita, Neemastra or Bramhastra is quit higher. 

 Bovine Cost: Keeping cows is also a cost that has to be accounted for. Farmers cannot 

afford to keep desi cows that yield very little milk. 

 Vulnerability to pest attacks:  ZBNF is scarcely practiced.  The crop grown would be 

vulnerable to attacks by insects and pests have already become pest-immune. 

 

7. Genetically Modified (GM) 

Why in News? 

 Recently , the discovery of 500 tonnes of Genetically Modified (GM) rice in a consignment 

that India exported to the European Union countries in June 2021 has led to the ―loss of 

reputation of India and its agricultural market‘‘. 
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Highlights: 

 India pointed out that GM rice is not grown commercially in India, let alone exported, and 

promised a thorough enquiry by its agricultural exports authority, the Agricultural and 

Processed Food Products Export Development Authority (APEDA). 

 GM foods are derived from plants whose genes are artificially modified, usually by 

inserting genetic material from another organism, in order to give it a new property, such 

as increased yield, tolerance to a herbicide, resistance to disease or drought, or to improve 

its nutritional value. 

 Golden rice involves the insertion of genes from a plant -- both daffodils and maize have 

been used -- and a soil bacterium to create a grain that is enriched with Vitamin A. 

 India has approved commercial cultivation of only one GM crop, Bt cotton. 

 No GM food crop has ever been approved for commercial cultivation in the country. 

 However, confined field trials have been allowed for at least 20 GM crops. 

 That includes varieties of GM rice which would have improved resistance to insects and 

diseases, as well as hybrid seed production and nutritional enhancements such as golden 

rice. The cons of GM foods are that they may cause allergic reactions because of their 

altered DNA and they may increase antibiotic resistance. 

 India is the world‘s top rice exporter, earning Rs. 65,000 crore in 2020 by selling 18 

million tonnes of grain (organic rice), about a quarter of which is premium basmati. 

 Among the 75 countries which buy Indian rice, West Asian nations, the US and the U.K. 

are the biggest importers of basmati, while the majority of non-basmati goes to African 

countries and neighbours Nepal and Bangladesh. 

 For Indian farmers, the nightmare scenario could be what happened in the US in 2006, 

when trace amounts of a GM rice variety were found in shipments ready for exports. 

 Trading partners such as Japan, Russia and the EU suspended rice imports from the US, 

hitting farmers hard. 

 Under pressure from the rice export lobby at the time, India drafted policies to ban GM 

rice trials in the basmati belt.  

 However, farmers from other parts of the country, especially those aiming for the nascent 

but growing organic rice export market, worry that their products could face 

contamination. 

 Unauthorised HtBt Cotton and Bt Brinjal are already being grown commercially, with 

hundreds of growers blatantly defying the Governmental Ban. 
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2. ENVIRONMENT 

1. NDRF Deployed in Disaster hit areas of Kerala 

Why in News? 

 The death toll in rain-related incidents in Kerala is rising, with the recovery of more bodies 

from the landslip-ravaged areas of Kottayam and Idukki districts. 

About the News: 

 The Chief Minister recently said that five more teams of the National Disaster Response 

Force (NDRF) will be deployed in Idukki, Kottayam, Kannur, Palakkad and Kollam 

districts.  

 At present, the NDRF has teams deployed in Pathanamthitta, Alappuzha, Idukki, 

Ernakulam, Thrissur and Malappuram districts. 

About NDRF: 

 The National Disaster Response Force (NDRF) is a specialised force constituted "for the 

purpose of specialist response to a threatening disaster situation or disaster" under the 

Disaster Management Act, 2005. 

 The responsibility of managing disasters India is that of the State Government. The ‗Nodal 

Ministry‘ in the central government for management of natural disasters is the Ministry of 

Home Affairs (MHA). 

 National Disaster Response Force (NDRF) is under the National Disaster Management 

Authority. 

 National Disaster Response Force (NDRF) is a force of 12 battalions, organised on Para-

military lines, and manned by persons on deputation from the Para-military forces of 

India: three each from the BSF and CRPF and two each from CISF, ITBP and SSB. 

 NDRF in addition to being able to respond to natural disasters has four battalions capable 

of responding to radiological, nuclear, biological and chemical disasters. 

 The Apex Body for Disaster Management in India is the National Disaster Management 

Authority (NDMA). The Chairman of the NDMA is the Prime Minister. 

Why it was Created? 

 Two national calamities in quick succession in the form of Orissa Super Cyclone (1999) 

and Gujarat Earthquake (2001) brought about the realization of the need of having a 

specialist response mechanism at National Level to effectively respond to disasters. This 

realization led to the enactment of the DM Act on 26 Dec 2005. 
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What are the Roles and Mandate of NDRF? 

 Specialized response during disasters. 

 Proactive deployment during impending disaster situations. 

 Acquire and continually upgrade its own training and skills. 

 Liaison, Reconnaissance, Rehearsals and Mock Drills. 

 Impart basic and operational level training to State Response Forces (Police, Civil Defence 

and Home Guards). 

 Community Capacity Building Programme. 

 Organize Public Awareness Campaigns. 

 

2. Southwest Monsoon Withdraws from India 

Why in News? 

 The India Meteorological Department (IMD) recently said that the southwest monsoon has 

withdrawn from the entire Country.  

About the News: 

 It is a long-drawn-out process that typically begins in Rajasthan from September 17 and 

fully exits the country by October 15.  

 This year, however, the monsoon withdrawal began only on October 6. 

 The IMD stated that from 1975-2021, only seven times had the monsoon withdrawn after 

the 25th or beyond. Interestingly, six of them have been since 2000.  

 Last year, which saw record-breaking rainfall in India that was 9% more than the long 

period average, also saw the southwest monsoon fully withdraw only on October 28. 

 While September is usually the month that marks the beginning of the end, for the 

monsoon‘s four month sojourn over India, 2021 has seen significant rainfall, with India 

posting 135% more rain than what's normal of for the season. 

Onset of the South-West Monsoon: 

 The location of ITCZ shifts north and south of the equator with the apparent movement of 

the Sun. During the month of June, the sun shines vertically over the Tropic of Cancer and 

the ITCZ shifts northwards. 

 The southeast trade winds of the southern hemisphere cross the equator and start blowing 

in southwest to northeast direction under the influence of Coriolis force. 

 These winds collect moisture as they travel over the warm Indian Ocean. 
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 In the month of July, the ITCZ shifts to 20°-25° N latitude and is located in the Indo-

Gangetic Plain and the south-west monsoons blow from the Arabian Sea and the Bay of 

Bengal.  

 The ITCZ in this position is often called the Monsoon Trough. 

 The shift in the position of the ITCZ is also related to the phenomenon of the withdrawal of 

the westerly jet stream from its position over the north Indian plain, south of the 

Himalayas.  

The easterly Jet Stream (Somali Jet) sets in along 15°N latitude only after the western jet 

stream has withdrawn itself from the region. This easterly jet stream is held responsible for 

the burst of the monsoon in India. 

 As these winds approach the land, their southwesterly direction is modified by the relief 

and thermal low pressure over northwest India. The monsoon approaches the Indian 

landmass in two branches: 

 The Arabian Sea branch - The monsoon winds originating over the Arabian Sea. 

 The Bay of Bengal branch - The Arakan Hills along the coast of Myanmar deflect a 

big portion of this branch towards the Indian subcontinent. The monsoon, therefore, 

enters West Bengal and Bangladesh from south and southeast instead of from the 

south-westerly direction. 

 Another phenomenon associated with the monsoon is its tendency to have ‗breaks‘ in 

rainfall. The monsoon rains take place only for a few days at a time. They are interspersed 

with rainless intervals. These breaks in monsoon are related to the movement of the 

monsoon trough. 

Factors Influencing South-West Monsoon Formation: 

 The differential heating and cooling of land and water creates a low pressure on the 

landmass of India while the seas around experience comparatively high pressure. 

 The shift of the position of Inter Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) in summer, over the 

Ganga plain (this is the equatorial trough normally positioned about 5°N of the equator. It 

is also known as the monsoon-trough during the monsoon season). 

 The presence of the high-pressure area, east of Madagascar, approximately at 20°S over 

the Indian Ocean. The intensity and position of this high-pressure area affect the Indian 

Monsoon. The Tibetan plateau gets intensely heated during summer, which results in 

strong vertical air currents and the formation of low pressure over the plateau at about 9 

km above sea level.  
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 The movement of the westerly jet stream to the north of the Himalayas and the presence of 

the tropical easterly jet stream over the Indian peninsula during summer. 

 Tropical Easterly Jet (African Easterly Jet). 

 El Nino/Southern Oscillation (SO): Normally when the tropical eastern south Pacific 

Ocean experiences high pressure, the tropical eastern Indian Ocean experiences low 

pressure. But in certain years, there is a reversal in the pressure conditions and the eastern 

Pacific has lower pressure in comparison to the eastern Indian Ocean. This periodic 

change in pressure conditions is known as the SO. 

Difference between Northeast and Southwest monsoons: 

 The Northeast monsoon derives its name from the direction in which it travels — from the 

northeast to the southwest. 

 Similarly, the summer monsoon moves in exactly the opposite direction — from the 

southwest to the northeast. That is why it is called the southwest monsoon. 

2.1. ENVIRONMENT SNIPPETS 

1. Cicada species  

Why in News? 

 A new Cicada Species (Platyomia kohimaensis) was recently found in the Naga Hills of 

Nagaland. 

Highlights:  

 Earlier, two species of Cicadas Savazana mirabilis and Salvazana imperalis were 

discovered in Meghalaya. 

 Cicadas are hemipteran insects known for their loud, complex and species-specific acoustic 

signals or songs. Hemipteran insects, also called true bugs, have mouthparts used for 

piercing and sucking and have two pairs of wings. 

 The new cicada species belongs to the Platylomia radha group described from the Naga 

Hills in the eastern Himalayas. 

 It is a dusk singing, large-sized cicada that calls for a short window during the evening 

twilight hours. It timbalises in the form of a continuous and regular cackling. 

 Timbal is a sound producing membrane in various insects. 

 They are mostly beneficial. They prune mature trees, aerate the soil, and once they die, 

their bodies serve as an important source of nitrogen for growing trees. 

 With their acoustic signatures, they act as indicators of a healthy forest ecosystem. 
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 Most cicadas are canopy dwellers and are found in natural forests with large trees. 

 The generic diversity of cicadas in India and Bangladesh ranks the highest in the world, 

followed by China. Large-scale clearing of natural forest land into human settlement and 

agricultural fields, along with burning of forests is behind the shrinking distribution of 

Cicada. Since it is considered a delicacy and fetches a good price, its unabated capturing 

and killing during its mass emergence poses a great threat to its survival. 
 

 

 

 

2. COP26 Climate Conference and Why it is important 

Why in News? 

 The UK will host the COP 26 UN Climate Change Conference from October 31 to 

November 12. 

Conference of Parties (CoP):  

 The CoP comes under the United Nations Climate Change Framework Convention 

(UNFCCC) which was formed in 1994. 

 The UNFCCC was established to work towards ―stabilisation of greenhouse gas 

concentrations in the atmosphere.‖ 

 It laid out a list of responsibilities for the member states which included: 

 Formulating measures to mitigate climate change 

 Cooperating in preparing for adaptation to the impact of climate change 

 Promoting education, training and public awareness related to climate change 

 The UNFCCC has 198 parties including India, China and the USA. COP members have 

been meeting every year since 1995. 

COP1 to COP25: Key Takeaways 

 COP1: The first conference was held in 1995 in Berlin. 

 COP3: It was held in Kyoto, Japan, in 1997, the famous Kyoto Protocol (w.e.f. 2005) was 

adopted. It commits the member states to pursue limitation or reduction of greenhouse 

gas emissions. 

 COP8: India hosted the eighth COP in 2002 in New Delhi. It laid out several measures 

including, ‗strengthening of technology transfer… in all relevant sectors, including energy, 

transport and R&D,  and the strengthening of institutions for sustainable development. 

 COP21: it is one of the most important that took place in 2015, in Paris, France. Here 

countries agreed to work together to ‗limit global warming to well below 2, preferably at 1.5 

degrees Celsius, compared to pre-industrial levels.‘ 
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Significance of COP26: 

 The event will see leaders from more than 190 countries, thousands of negotiators, 

researchers and citizens coming together to strengthen a global response to the threat of 

climate change. 

 It is a pivotal movement for the world to come together and accelerate the climate action 

plan after the COVID pandemic. 

COP26 Goals: 

 According to the UNFCCC, COP26 will work towards four goals: 

 Secure global net-zero by mid-century and keep 1.5 degrees within reach 

 The UNFCCC recommends that countries ‗accelerate the phase-out of coal, curtail 

deforestation, speed up the switch to electric vehicles and encourage investment in 

renewables‘ to meet this goal. 

 Adapt to protect communities and natural habitats 

 Countries will work together to ‗protect and restore ecosystems and build defences, 

warning systems and resilient infrastructure and agriculture to avoid loss of homes, 

livelihoods and even lives.‘ 

Mobilise Finance: 

 To deliver on first two goals, developed countries must make good on their promise to 

mobilise at least $100bn in climate finance per year by 2020. 

 Work together to deliver 

 Another important task at the COP26 is to ‗finalise the Paris Rulebook‘. Leaders will work 

together to frame a list of detailed rules that will help fulfil the Paris Agreement. 

What India could do to Reach its Targets? 

 Update NDCs: It is time for India to update its Nationally Determined Contributions or 

NDCs. (NDCs detail the various efforts taken by each country to reduce the national 

emissions) 

 Effective Planning: Sector by sector plans are needed to bring about development. We 

need to decarbonise the electricity, transport sector and start looking at carbon per 

passenger mile. 

 Energy Transition: Aggressively figure out how to transition our coal sector 

 Robust Legal Framework: India also needs to ramp up the legal and institutional 

framework of Climate Change. 
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3. Allium Negianum 

Why in News? 

 A newly discovered plant Allium negianum, in Uttarakhand has recently been confirmed to 

belong to the genus that includes many staple foods such as onion and garlic. 

Highlights: 

 Allium is one of the largest genera in Amaryllidaceae. A staple food makes up the 

dominant part of a population‘s diet. They are eaten regularly—even daily—and supply a 

major proportion of a person‘s energy and nutritional needs. 

 It is a family of herbaceous (connected with plants that have soft stems), mainly perennial 

and bulbous Flowering Plants. The genus Allium contains about 1,100 species worldwide, 

including many staple foods like onion, garlic, scallion, shallot and chives. 

 The genus naturally occurs in dry seasons in the northern hemisphere and South Africa 

but the newly-identified species is restricted to the region of the western Himalaya. 

 The scientific name Allium negianum honours the late Dr. Kuldeep Singh Negi, an eminent 

explorer and Allium collector from India. They are useful for various medicinal purposes. 

 The Indian Allium is distributed in different eco-geographical areas of the temperate and 

alpine regions of Himalayas. The Indian Himalayan region has two distinct centers of 

Allium diversity, the Western Himalaya (over 85% of total diversity) and the Eastern 

Himalaya (6%), covering the alpine-sub temperate region. 

 It grows at 3,000 to 4,800 m above sea level and can be found along open grassy 

meadows, sandy soils along rivers, and streams forming in snow pasture lands along alpine 

meadows. Indiscriminate harvesting of its leaves and bulbs for seasoning may pose a 

threat to its wild populations. 
 

 

4. Double-Dip 

Why in News? 

 The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA, an American scientific 

agency) has recently declared that La Niña has re-developed. Consecutive La Niña is called 

Double-Dip. 

Highlights: 

 La Nina is one part of the El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) cycle, which is 

characterized by opposing warm and cool phases of oceanic and atmospheric conditions in 

the tropical Pacific Ocean. 
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 Consecutive La Ninas following a transition through ENSO neutral conditions are not 

uncommon and can be referred to as a ―Double-Dip.‖ 

 In 2020, La Nina developed during the month of August and then dissipated in April 2021 

as ENSO-neutral Conditions Returned. For the upcoming winter season, which extends 

from December 2021 through February 2022, there is an 87% chance of La Nina. 

 Previous La Ninas occurred during the winter of 2020-2021 and 2017-2018, and an El 

Nino developed in 2018-2019. When neither climate pattern is present, ENSO is neutral 

and does not influence global climate patterns. 

 ENSO is a periodic fluctuation in sea surface temperature (El Niño) and the air pressure of 

the overlying atmosphere (Southern Oscillation) across the equatorial Pacific Ocean. 

 El Nino and La Nina are complex weather patterns resulting from variations in ocean 

temperatures in the Equatorial Pacific Region. They are opposite phases of what is known 

as the ENSO cycle.  

 El Nino and La Nina episodes typically last nine to 12 months, but some prolonged events 

may last for years. 
 

 

 

5. Georissa Mawsmaiensis 

Why in News? 

 A micro snail species named Georissa mawsmaiensis has recently been discovered in 

Mawsmai Cave in Meghalaya. 

Highlights: 

 The new species is unique from Georissa sarrita (a member of the same genus discovered 

in 1851) in its shell morphology, starting from shell size variation to the presence of four 

very prominent spiral striations (a minute groove, scratch) on body whorls of the shell. 

 These spiral striations, which are counted from the suture to aperture in apertural view, 

are seven in Georissa sarrita. 

 It is found in soil or subterranean habitats in lowland tropical forest as well as high 

altitude evergreen forests or on rock surfaces rich in calcium. 

 The members of the Georissa genus are widely distributed across and reported from 

Africa, Asia, and the Pacific. However, they are confined to microhabitats consisting of 

limestone caves or karst landscapes formed by the dissolution of limestone. 

 The high tourist influx may pose a threat to this micro snail species including other cave 

faunas. 
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 Mawsmai Cave is situated in the small village of Mawsmai, around four kilometres from 

Cherrapunjee (Sohra) in the East Khasi Hills district of Meghalaya. 

 The term ‗Mawsmai‘ means ‗Oath Stone‘ in the Khasi language. The Khasi people use the 

local term ‗Krem‘ for the cave. 

 Mawsmai cave is located at an altitude of 1,195 metres above sea level and is indirectly 

influenced by the streams of the Kynshi river originating from the East Khasi Hills. 

 The cave is famous for its fossils, some which you can spot if you spend some time peering 

at the walls and Formations Inside. 

 

6. Debrigarh Wildlife Sanctuary 

Why in News? 

 The Odisha Government has recently decided to relocate around 420 families from four 

zero-connectivity villages in Debrigarh Wildlife Sanctuary. 

Highlights: 

 The relocation is aimed at reducing man-animal conflict and providing better living 

conditions to the displaced families. 

 It is situated in the Bargarh district of Odisha near Hirakud dam (Mahanadi River) and 

covers an area of 346.91 square kilometres. 

 It is bounded on the east and north by the huge Hirakud reservoir. 

 It was declared as a wildlife sanctuary on 8th February 1985. 

 It is an important site for in situ conservation of wildlife and its habitat in the state of 

Odisha 

 It Flora and Fauna are Dry deciduous forests, Four-horned antelope, Indian leopard, 

Indian elephant, sambar, chital, gaur, etc. 

 

7. Gene Editing Technique 

Why in News? 

 The proposal for Indian regulators to consider a new gene editing technique has been 

pending with the Genetic Engineering Appraisal Committee for almost two years. 

Highlights: 

 Genome editing (also called gene editing) is a group of technologies that give scientists the 

ability to change an organism's Deoxy-Ribonucleic Acid (DNA). 
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 These technologies allow genetic material to be added, removed, or altered at particular 

locations in the genome. The Indian Agricultural Research Institute (IARI) has now moved 

to newer technologies such as Site Directed Nuclease (SDN) 1 and 2. 

 New technique aims to bring precision and efficiency into the breeding process using gene 

editing tools such as CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic 

Repeats), whose developers won the Nobel Prize for Chemistry in 2020. 

 SDN genome editing involves the use of different DNA-cutting enzymes (nucleases) that 

are directed to cut the DNA at a predetermined location by a range of different DNA 

Binding Systems. 

 After the cut is made, the cell‘s own DNA repair mechanism recognizes the break and 

repairs the damage, using one of two pathways that are naturally present in cells. 

 It involves the use of gene editing tools to directly tweak (improve\change) the plant‘s own 

genes instead. 

 It would allow plants to be genetically modified without the need for conventional 

transgenic technology. 

 Significance of New Techniques: 

 In this case, you are just tweaking a gene that is already there in the plant, without 

bringing in any gene from outside. 

 When a protein comes from an outside organism, then you need to test for safety. But in 

this case, this protein is right there in the plant, and is being changed a little bit, just as 

nature does through mutation. 

 It is much faster and far more precise than natural mutation or conventional breeding 

methods which involve trial and error and multiple breeding cycles. It is potentially a new 

Green Revolution. 

 

8. „Net-Zero‟ carbon emitter 

Why in News? 

 Indian Railways (IR) has recently announced that it is likely to become world‘s first ‗net-

zero‘ carbon emitter by 2030. 

Highlights: 

 IR is taking a multi-pronged approach to go green and decarbonise - from increasing its 

sourcing of Renewable Energy (RE) to electrifying its traction network and reducing its 

Energy Consumption. 
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 It is the world‘s fourth largest railway network in terms of size. It is one of the largest 

electricity consumers in the country. 

 Transports 24 million passengers every day across the subcontinent on 13,000 trains 

covering approximately 67,956 km. 

 Freight Services: 3.3 million tonnes of freight per day, and thus the fuel requirements 

are massive. Contribution in Total Emissions: India‘s transport sector contributes to 12% 

of the country‘s greenhouse gas emissions with the railways accounting for about 4% of 

these emissions. Potential of Emissions Reduction: The Indian Railways can raise the 

official target of 50% freight share by 2030, up from its current share of 33%. By shifting 

freight to rail and optimising truck use, India can reduce logistics costs from 14-10% of 

Gross Domestic Product and carbon dioxide emissions by 70% by 2050 compared to a 

business-as-usual scenario. 

Initiatives taken by Indian Railways: 

 Increased the Amount of Freight: Indian Railways to increase the amount of freight moved 

by it from about 35% in 2015 to 45% by 2030 to reduce overall emissions from 

transportation. 

 Complete Electrification: Complete electrification of Indian Railways is targeted by 

financial year 2024. It will be the world‘s largest 100% electrified rail transportation 

system by then. 

 Use of Solar Power: Plans to install 20 GigaWatts (GW) of solar for both traction loads 

and non-traction loads. 

 Built a 1.7-MW solar power plant in Bina, Madhya Pradesh, in July 2020. It is the first 

solar energy plant in the world to directly power railway overhead lines, from which 

locomotives draw traction power. A 2.5-MW solar project in Diwana, Haryana. Work on a 

third pilot with a capacity of 50 MW has begun in Bhilai (Chhattisgarh). A 16-kW solar 

power plant has been installed as platform shelter at the Sahibabad Railway Station. 

Net-Zero Emissions: 

 It refers to achieving an overall balance between greenhouse gas emissions produced and 

greenhouse gas emissions taken out of the atmosphere. First, human-caused emissions 

(like those from fossil-fueled vehicles and factories) should be reduced as close to zero as 

possible. 

 Second, any remaining GHGs should be balanced with an equivalent amount of carbon 

removal, for Example by Restoring Forests. 
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9. Kaziranga National Park  

Why in News? 

 The Central Empowered Committee (CEC) has recently asked the Assam government to 

take action on illegal construction in the identified wildlife corridors of the Kaziranga 

National Park and Tiger Reserve. 

Highlights: 

 It is located in the State of Assam and covers 42,996 Hectare (ha). It is the single largest 

undisturbed and representative area in the Brahmaputra Valley floodplain. 

 It was declared as a National Park in 1974. 

 It has been declared a tiger reserve since 2007. 

International Status: 

 It was declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1985. 

 It is recognized as an Important Bird Area by BirdLife International. 

 It is the home of the world's most one-horned rhinos. 

 Pobitora Wildlife Sanctuary has the highest density of one-horned rhinos in the world and 

second highest number of Rhinos in Assam after Kaziranga National Park. 

 Much of the focus of conservation efforts in Kaziranga are focused on the 'big four' species 

- Rhino, Elephant, Royal Bengal tiger and Asiatic water buffalo. 

 The 2018 census had yielded 2,413 rhinos and approximately 1,100 elephants. 

 As per the figures of tiger census conducted in 2014, Kaziranga had the third highest 

population in India after Jim Corbett National Park in Uttarakhand and Bandipur 

National Park in Karnataka. 

 Kaziranga is also home to 9 of the 14 species of primates found in the Indian subcontinent. 

 

10. Why India shouldn‟t sign on to net zero 

Why in News? 

 The recent report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change made it clear that 

limiting the increase in the world‘s average temperature from pre-industrial levels to those 

agreed in the Paris Agreement requires global cumulative emissions of carbon dioxide to 

be capped at the global carbon budget. 

 Understanding why reaching net zero by itself is irrelevant to forestalling dangerous 

warming: 
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 The promise of when you will turn off the tap does not guarantee that you will draw only a 

specified quantity of water. 

 The top three emitters of the world — China, the U.S. and the European Union — even 

after taking account of their net zero commitments and their enhanced emission reduction 

commitments for 2030, will emit more than 500 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide before 

net zero. 

 These three alone will exceed the limit of about 500 billion tonnes from 2020 onwards, for 

even odds of keeping global temperature increase below 1.5°C. 
 

Issues with „net zero‟ Target: 

 Neither the Paris Agreement nor climate science requires that net zero be reached 

individually by countries by 2050, the former requiring only global achievement of this 

goal ―in the second half of the century‖. 

 Claims that the world ―must‖ reach specific goals by 2030 or 2050 are the product of 

specific economic models for climate action. 

 They front-load emission reduction requirements on developing countries, despite their 

already low emissions, to allow the developed world to backload its own, buying time for 

its own transition. These stringent limits on future cumulative emissions post 2020, 

amounting to less than a fifth of the total global carbon budget, is the result of its 

considerable over-appropriation in the past by the global North. 

 Promises of net zero in their current form perpetuate this hugely disproportionate 

appropriation of a global commons, while continuing to place humanity in harm‘s way. 

Suggestions for India: 

 India is responsible for no more than 4.37% cumulative emissions of carbon dioxide since 

the pre-industrial era, even though it is home to more than a sixth of humanity. 

 India‘s per capita emissions are less than half the world average, less than one-eighth of 

the U.S.‘s. For India to declare net zero now is to accede to the further over-appropriation 

of the Global Carbon budget by a few. 

 India‘s contribution to global emissions, in both stock and flow, is so disproportionately 

low that any sacrifice on its part can do nothing to save the world. 

 India, in enlightened self-interest, must now stake its claim to a fair share of the global 

Carbon Budget. 

 Technology transfer and financial support, together with ―negative emissions‖, if the latter 

succeeds, can compensate for the loss of the past. 
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 Such a claim by India provides it greater, and much-needed long-term options. 

 It enables the responsible use of coal, its major fossil fuel resource, and oil and gas, to 

bootstrap itself out of lower-middle-income economy status and eradicate poverty, hunger 

and malnutrition for good. 

 India‘s resource-strapped small industries sector needs expansion and modernisation. 

 The agriculture sector, the second-largest source of greenhouse gas emissions for India 

after energy, needs to double its productivity and farmers‘ incomes and build resilience. 

 Infrastructure for climate resilience in general is critical to future adaptation to climate 

change.  

 All of these will require at least the limited fossil fuel resources made available through a 

fair share of the carbon budget. 
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3. POLITY AND GOVERNANCE 

1. India will ban single-use Plastics Next Year 

Why in News? 

 India will ban most single-use plastics by next year as part of its efforts to reduce pollution 

— but experts say the move is only a first step to mitigate the Environmental Impact. 

Background: 

 In 2019, the Union Government in a bid to free India of single-use plastics by 2022, had 

laid out a multi-ministerial plan to discourage the use of single-use plastics across the 

country. So, the Government announced the ban in August 2021, following its 2019 

resolution to address plastic pollution in the country. 

 The ban on most single-use plastics will take effect from July 1, 2022. 

What needs to be done? 

 Enforcement is key for the ban to be effective. 

 The Government also needs to address important structural issues such as policies to 

regulate the use of plastic alternatives, improve recycling and have better waste 

segregation management. 

 In addition to improving recyclability, investment in research and development for 

alternatives should also be a priority. 

What are single use Plastics? 

 Single-use plastics refer to disposable items like grocery bags, food packaging, bottles and 

straws that are used only once before they are thrown away, or sometimes recycled. 

Why Plastics? 

 As plastic is cheap, lightweight and easy to produce, it has led to a production boom over 

the last century, and the trend is expected to continue in the coming decades, according to 

the United Nations.  

 But countries are now struggling with managing the amount of plastic waste they have 

generated. About 60% of plastic waste in India is collected — that means the remaining 

40% or 10,376 tons remain uncollected. 

What will be the strategy? 

 A government committee has identified the single use plastic (SUP) items to be banned 

based on an index of their utility and environmental impact. It has proposed a three-stage 

ban: 
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 The first category of SUP items proposed to be phased out are plastic sticks used in 

balloons, flags, candy, ice-cream and ear buds, and thermocol that is used in 

decorations. The second category, proposed to be banned from July 1, 2022, includes 

items such as plates, cups, glasses and cutlery such as forks, spoons, knives, straws, 

trays; wrapping and packing films used in sweet boxes; invitation cards; cigarette 

packets; stirrers and plastic banners that are less than 100 microns in thickness. 

 A third category of prohibition is for non-woven bags below 240 microns in thickness. 

This is proposed to start from September next year. 

Challenges Ahead: 

 It is not going to be an easy task given that close to 26,000 tons of plastic waste is 

generated across India every day, of which more than 10,000 tons stays uncollected. 

 A significant amount of plastic ends up in rivers, oceans and landfills. 

Need of an Hour: 

 The government has to do a thorough Economic and Environmental cost-benefit analysis. 

 The plan has to take into account social and economic impacts for the ban to be successful. 

 We need better recycling policies because resources are poor and there needs to be a much 

Broader Strategy. 

 

 

2. Tamil Nadu Urban Employment Scheme 

Why in News? 

 Tamil Nadu government has issued orders to implement the urban employment scheme in 

the state on a Pilot Basis. 

About the scheme: 

 This is an urban employment scheme to be implemented by Tamil Nadu Government on 

the lines of the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme 

(MGNREGS). The scheme is aimed at providing livelihood and social security by 

increasing job opportunities and through creation and Maintenance of Public Assets. 

Need for: 

 Unlike other States, the urban population in Tamil Nadu is growing fast and it would reach 

60% of the total population by 2036. 

 A total of four crore people are now living in urban areas, accounting for 53% of the total 

population. 
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 But, many of them had lost their jobs because of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Implementation and Key Features: 

 Under the scheme, workers will be used for activities such as desilting of water bodies and 

maintenance of public parks and other places. 

 50% of the total person-days under the scheme would be earmarked for women. 

 Women and men would be paid the same wages for the same unskilled and semiskilled 

work. 

 The TN Urban Employment Scheme is based on the recommendations made by a 

committee led by former Reserve Bank of India Governor C. Rangarajan. 

About MGNREGA: 

 The scheme was introduced in 2005 as a social measure that guarantees ―the right to 

work‖. 

 The key tenet of this social measure and labour law is that the local government will have 

to legally provide at least 100 days of wage employment in rural India to enhance their 

Quality of life. 

Key objectives: 

 Generation of paid rural employment of not less than 100 days for each worker who 

volunteers for unskilled labour. Proactively ensuring social inclusion by strengthening the 

livelihood base of rural poor. Creation of durable assets in rural areas such as wells, ponds, 

roads and canals. Reduce urban migration from rural areas. 

 Create rural infrastructure by using Untapped Rural Labour. 

What are the eligibility criteria for receiving the benefits under MGNREGA scheme? 

 Must be Citizen of India to seek MGNREGA benefits. 

 Job seeker has completed 18 years of age at the time of application. 

 The applicant must be part of a local household (i.e. application must be made with local 

Gram Panchayat). 

 Applicants must volunteer for unskilled labour. 

Implementation of the Scheme: 

 Within 15 days of submitting the Application or from the day work is demanded, wage 

employment will be provided to the Applicant. 

 Right to get unemployment allowance in case employment is not provided within fifteen 

days of submitting the application or from the date when work is sought. 
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 Social Audit of MGNREGA works is mandatory, which lends to accountability and 

transparency. 

 The Gram Sabha is the principal forum for wage seekers to raise their voices and make 

demands. 

 It is the Gram Sabha and the Gram Panchayat which approves the shelf of works under 

MGNREGA and fix their priority. 

 

3. SC questions ₹ 8 Lakh income limit for EWS Quota 

Why in News? 

 The Supreme Court recently asked the Government if it wants to revisit the limit of ₹8 lakh 

annual income fixed for determining the Economically Weaker Sections (EWS) category 

for reservation in NEET admissions for medical courses under the all-India quota. 

About the News: 

 The court was hearing a batch of petitions filed by NEET aspirants challenging a July 29 

notification of the Centre announcing 27% quota to OBCs and 10% reservation to EWS in 

the all India quota category. The three-judge Bench did not agree with the suggestion from 

Additional Solicitor General, appearing for the government, to leave the ―larger‖ issue of 

what led to income criterion of ₹8 lakh for the Constitution Bench.  The Bench, previously 

asked the Centre to file an affidavit explaining the ―basis‖ on which ₹8 lakh was arrived at 

as the economic cut-off to be applied uniformly across the country to identify beneficiaries 

for reservation under the EWS quota. A Bench led by Justice D.Y. Chandrachud recently 

expressed its annoyance at the Government for not filing an affidavit explaining how it 

reached the ₹8 lakh figure to identify the EWS category for grant of reservation. 

What is the Issue? 

 The Bench said even the 103rd Amendment had said ―each State will define economic 

backwardness with reference to income‖. The court said it had been left to each State. 

 The Court asked, Can we say ₹8 lakh everywhere qualifies as EWS or is there a need to 

have a more nuanced analysis to EWS of having different yardsticks to different parts of 

the country based on cost of living, HRA, etc. 

 Economic parameters could change even within a single State. Earning capacity might 

differ from town to town within a State. 

 Therefore we may have to go on broad probabilities considering the national cost of living. 

That is one of the index. 
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 It also asked that if the government had done any exercise or checked the GDP per capita 

for every State. 

Who are “Economically Weaker Sections”? 

 For the purposes of article 15 and article 16, ―economically weaker sections‖ shall be such 

as may be notified by the State from time to time on the basis of family income and 

other indicators of economic disadvantage.‘ 

 Central Government of India has specified certain criteria for identifying the EWS. This 

will be a class distinct from the already specified classes of SCs, STs and socially and 

educationally backward classes (OBCs). The EWS quota applies to household with  

 Annual household income below Rs 8 lakh. 

 Agriculture land below 5 acres. 

 Residential house below 1000 sq ft. 

 Residential plot below 100 yards in notified municipality. 

 Residential plot below 200 yards in non-notified municipality area. 

What are the Implications? 

 The 10% reservation will be in addition to the existing cap of 50% reservation for the 

Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and the Other Backward Classes, taking total 

reservation to 60%.  The quota targets the poor among the upper castes. This will be over 

and above 50% mandated by Constitution and hence the need for Constitution amendment 

Bill. 

SC verdict in Indira Sawhney case: 

 The proposed law would face roadblocks if challenged in the Supreme Court. 

 A nine-judge Constitution Bench of the Supreme Court in the Indira Sawhney case of 1992 

specifically answered the question ―whether backward classes can be identified only and 

exclusively with reference to the economic criterion.‖ 

 The constitution bench had categorically ruled that a backward class cannot be determined 

only and exclusively with reference to economic criterion.  

 The bench had held that economic criterion may be a consideration or basis along with, 

and in addition to, social backwardness, but it can never be the sole criterion.  

 The bench in its judgement declared 50% quota as the rule unless extraordinary situations 

―inherent in the great diversity of this country and the people‖ happen.  

 Even then, the court stated that extreme caution is to be exercised and a special case 

should be made out. 
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What is the Centre‟s Argument? 

 The Centre had argued that it was every State‘s prerogative to provide 10% economic 

reservation in State government jobs and admissions in State-run education institutions.  

 Whether or not to provide reservation to the economically weaker section (EWS) of the 

society for appointment in State government jobs and for admission to State government 

educational institutions, as per provisions of the newly inserted Articles 15(6) and 16(6) of 

the Constitution, is to be decided by the State Government Concerned. 

 

4. Bengal can‟t bar CBI from Probing Crimes in a state, Centre tells SC  

Why in News? 

 The Union Government recently told the Supreme Court that Mamata Banerjee‘s 

government in West Bengal does not have any ―absolute‖ power to keep the Central 

Bureau of Investigation (CBI) from Investigating Crimes inside the State. 

About the News: 

 The West Bengal government, in its original civil suit under Article 131 of the Constitution, 

has referred to the provisions of the Delhi Special Police Establishment Act 1946 and said 

that the Central agency has been proceeding with investigations and filing FIRs without 

getting the nod from the State government as mandated under the statute. 

 The CBI has lodged multiple FIRs in cases of post-poll violence in West Bengal. The 

Supreme Court had issued notice in the suit in early September. 

 The State government, in its plea, has sought a stay of investigation in the FIRs lodged into 

post-poll violence cases by the CBI in pursuance of the Calcutta High Court order. 

 The plea said that as the general consent given to the Central agency by the West Bengal 

government had been withdrawn, the FIRs lodged could not be proceeded with.  

 The State government has filed the original civil suit under Article 131 of the Constitution 

under which the top court has original jurisdiction to deal with any dispute between the 

Centre and a State. The Union Government, through the Department of Personnel and 

Training, was responding to a suit filed by the West Bengal Government against the Union 

of India under Article 131 of the Constitution. 

 The Centre said that ―no power, not even the Union government‖, has the authority to 

rattle the autonomy of the premier agency to conduct investigations, especially in the cases 

of post-poll violence transferred to it by the Calcutta High Court, in which the State Police 

is under a Cloud. 
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Types of Consent Given by State Government: 

 There are two types of consent for a probe by the CBI. These are: general and specific. 

 When a state gives a general consent (Section 6 of the Delhi Special Police Establishment 

Act) to the CBI for probing a case, the agency is not required to seek fresh permission every 

time it enters that state in connection with investigation or for every case. 

 When a general consent is withdrawn, CBI needs to seek case-wise consent for 

investigation from the concerned state government. If specific consent is not granted, the 

CBI officials will not have the power of police personnel when they enter that state. 

 This hurdle impedes seamless investigation by the CBI. A general consent is given to 

facilitate that seamless investigation in a case of corruption or Violence. 

Issue of Withdrawal of General Consent by States: 

 Recently it has been seen that various states like Andhra Pradesh and West Bengal 

governments have withdrawn their general consent as a result of tussle between Centre 

and States. 

Impact of Withdrawal: 

 It means the CBI will not be able to register any fresh case involving a central government 

official or a private person stationed in the states who withdrew their general consent, 

without getting case-specific consent. In simple terms withdrawal of general consent 

simply means that CBI officers will lose all powers of a police officer as soon as they enter 

the state unless the state government has allowed them. It will have no impact on 

investigation of cases already registered with CBI as old cases were registered when 

General Consent existed. 

About Delhi Special Police Establishment Act: 

 The Central Bureau of Investigation traces its origin to the Special Police Establishment 

(SPE) which was set up in 1941 by the Government of India. 

 The functions of the SPE then were to investigate cases of bribery and corruption in 

transactions with the War & Supply Dept. Of India during World War II. 

 Even after the end of the War, the need for a Central Government agency to investigate 

cases of bribery and corruption by Central Government employees was felt. 

 The Delhi Special Police Establishment Act was therefore brought into force in 1946. The 

CBI's power to investigate cases is derived from this Act. 
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5. Nearly 700 Detained and put under Public Safety Act in J&K 

Why in News? 

 Post-civilian killings and in the days running up to Union Home Minister Amit Shah‘s visit 

to Srinagar, around 700 people have been detained in Jammu and Kashmir, including a 

few under the stringent Public Safety Act (PSA). 

What Happens after PSA is used? 

 Within four weeks of passing the detention order, the government has to refer the case to 

an Advisory Board. This Advisory Board will have to give its recommendations within eight 

weeks of the order. If the Board thinks that there is cause for preventive detention, the 

government can hold the person up to two years. 

 The person detained has limited rights. Usually when a person is arrested, they have the 

right to legal representation and can challenge the arrest. But, when a person is arrested 

under the PSA, they do not have these rights before the Advisory Board unless sufficient 

grounds can be established that the detention is illegal. There have been cases where the 

High Court has interfered and quashed the detention. 

 According to Section 13(2), the detaining authority need not even inform the detained 

individual as to the reason for the action, if it decides that it goes against Public Interest. 

What is the J&K PSA? 

 The Jammu and Kashmir Public Safety Act (PSA) received the assent of the J&K Governor 

on April 8, 1978. 

 The Act was introduced as a tough law to prevent the smuggling of timber and keep the 

smugglers ―out of circulation‖. 

 The law allows the government to detain any person above the age of 16 without trial for a 

period of Two Years. 

 The PSA allows for administrative detention for up to two years ―in the case of persons 

acting in any manner prejudicial to the security of the State‖, and for administrative 

detention up to one year where ―any person is acting in any manner prejudicial to the 

maintenance of public order‖. Detention orders under PSA can be issued by Divisional 

Commissioners or District Magistrates. 

 Section 22 of the Act provides protection for any action taken ―in good faith‖ under the 

Act: ―No suit, prosecution or any other legal proceeding shall lie against any person for 

anything done or intended to be done in good faith in pursuance of the provisions of this 

Act.‖ 
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 Under Section 23 of the Act, the government is empowered to ―make such Rules consistent 

with the provisions of this Act, as may be necessary for carrying out the objects of this Act‖. 

Why is it often Referred to as a “Draconian” Law? 

 Right from the beginning, the law was misused widely, and was repeatedly employed 

against political opponents by consecutive governments until 1990. After the emergence of 

militancy, the J&K government frequently invoked the PSA to crack down on separatists. 

 In August 2018, the Act was amended to allow individuals to be detained under the PSA 

outside the state as well. 

 The detaining authority need not disclose any facts about the detention ―which it considers 

being against the public interest to disclose‖. 

 The terms under which a person is detained under PSA are vague and include a broad 

range of activities like ―acting in any manner prejudicial to the security of the State‖ or for 

―acting in any manner prejudicial to the maintenance of public order‖. 

 The vagueness provided in the act gives unbridled powers to the authorities. The 

detainees, therefore, are effectively debarred from contesting the legality of their 

detention. 

 PSA does not provide for a judicial review of detention. To checkmate the J&K High Court 

orders for release of persons detained under the act the state authorities issue successive 

detention orders. This ensures prolonged detention of people.  

 PSA has been used against human rights activists, journalists, separatists and others who 

are considered as a threat to the law & order. Right to dissent is stifled by these Acts. 

Way Forward: 

 The report of the Group of Interlocutors for Jammu and Kashmir held that the sweeping 

powers in Public Safety Act make it open to misuse. It recommended: 

 The detention period should range from one week for minor offences to one month for 

major offences. 

 Assuming that actions ‗prejudicial to the security of the State‘ constitute far graver 

offences, three months‘ detention should be ample for proceeding to trial. 

 Juveniles should not be held under the PSA at all. 

 Now that the state has become a union territory, PSA should have been brought in line 

with the all-India legislation. 

 Regional leaders remain India‘s best bet in J&K; their continuing detention will not go well 

in pursuance of establishing peace and finding a political solution in J&K. 
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 The Supreme Court has held that in order to prevent misuse of this potentially dangerous 

power, the law of preventive detention has to be strictly construed and meticulous 

compliance with the procedural safeguards is mandatory and vital. 

 If citizens‘ right to criticise a government becomes a law and order threat, the future of the 

republic as a functioning democracy becomes an Open Question. 

 

6. Kerala urges Tamil Nadu to draw Mullaperiyar Water 

Why in News? 

 Kerala Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan has written to his Tamil Nadu counterpart M.K. 

Stalin, stressing the ―urgent need for the gradual release of water from the Mullaperiyar 

dam through the tunnel to Tamil Nadu‖. 

About Mullaperiyar Dam: 

 The Mullaperiyar Dam is a masonry gravity dam on the Periyar River in the Indian state of 

Kerala. 

 The dam situated at the confluence of the Mullayar and Periyar rivers 

 It is located 881 m (2,890 ft) above mean sea level, on the Cardamom Hills of the Western 

Ghats in Thekkady, Idukki District of Kerala, South India. 

 It was constructed between 1887 and 1895 by John Pennycuick and also reached in an 

agreement to donate water eastwards to the Madras Presidency area (present-day Tamil 

Nadu). The Periyar National Park in Thekkady is located around the dam‘s reservoir. 

 The dam is located in Kerala on the river Periyar, but is operated and maintained by Tamil 

Nadu state. 

 Dam was given to British-ruled Madras Presidency on a 999-year lease in 1886. 

 The agreement was renewed in 1970. 

 Tamil Nadu was given rights to the land and the water from the dam as well as the 

authority to develop hydro-power projects at the site, and Kerala would receive rent in 

return. 

About Periyar River: 

 The Periyar River is the longest river in the state of Kerala with a length of 244 km. 

 It is also known as ‗Lifeline of Kerala‘ as it is one of the few perennial rivers in the state. 

 A perennial river is a channel that has continuous flow in parts of its stream bed all year 

round. 
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 Periyar River originates from Sivagiri hills of Western Ghats and flows through the Periyar 

National Park. The main tributaries of Periyar are Muthirapuzha, Mullayar, Cheruthoni, 

and Perinjankutti. 

 

What is the Controversy? 

 For Tamil Nadu, the Mullaperiyar dam and the diverted Periyar waters act as a lifeline for 

Theni, Madurai, Sivaganga and Ramnad districts, providing water for irrigation and 

drinking, and also for generation of power in Lower Periyar Power Station. 

 Tamil Nadu has insisted on exercising its unfettered rights to control the dam and its 

waters, based on the 1886 lease agreement. 

 Kerala has pointed out the unfairness in the 1886 lease agreement and has challenged its 

validity. 

 However, safety concerns posed by the 119-year-old dam to the safety of the people of 

Kerala in the event of a dam collapse have been the focus of disputes from 2009 onwards. 

 Kerala‘s proposal for decommissioning the dam and constructing a new one was 

challenged by Tamil Nadu. 

 Idukki district, where the dam is located, is earthquake-prone and has experienced 

multiple low-intensity quakes. So, the dam is situated in a seismically active zone. 

 A 2009 report by IIT Roorkee stated that the dam ―was likely to face damage if an 

earthquake of the magnitude of 6.5 on the Richter scale struck its vicinity when the water 

level is at 136 feet‖.  It poses danger to life and property to three million people living in 

the vicinity of the reservoir living downstream. 
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 In early August 2018, on Mr. Joy‘s plea, the court agreed with the conclusion of the 

disaster management sub-committee that the water level in the reservoir should be 

maintained two or three feet below the permissible limit of 142 feet till August 31 as an 

immediate precaution to guard against floods or other disasters. 

 The sub-committee had met on an urgent basis in the aftermath of the deluge that ravaged 

Kerala where the dam is located. It informed the court that the water level in the reservoir 

was 139.998 feet. 

What is the Current Issue? 

 Mr. Vijayan said 2,109 cusecs of water was accumulating in the reservoir even after 

diversion from the Tamil Nadu side. 

 Given the current inflow, the water level would reach the safety threshold of 142 feet if the 

rain intensified. So, he requested Mr. Stalin to ―give immediate directions to the 

authorities to ensure that the maximum quantity of water is drawn from Mullaperiyar dam 

through the tunnel to Vaigai dam and gradually release the water downstream‖. 

 He said rainfall was heavy in the catchments of the Mullaperiyar Dam. The water level had 

touched 133.45 feet on October 18. Soon, the level reached the red alert level in 

Cheruthoni, compelling the government to open three dam shutters. It also released water 

from the Edamalayar dam. 

 Mr. Vijayan said heavy flooding had caused loss of life and severe damage in Kerala from 

October 16 and reminded Mr. Stalin of the historically warm relations between people of 

both States. 

 

7. SC seeks Affidavit on Central Vista 

Why in News? 

 The Supreme Court recently asked the Government to explain in an affidavit the necessity 

of a proposed change in land use from bus terminal and neighbourhood park to house the 

new official residences of the Vice-President and the Prime Minister as part of the 

ambitious Central Vista Redevelopment Plan. 

What is the Issue? 

 The SC Bench asked the government, represented by Solicitor General Tushar Mehta, to 

file a short affidavit with its response on the necessity for the modification in the plan. 

 The hearing was based on a petition filed by Rajiv Suri, who said his plea was restricted to 

the proposed modification of land use in plot number one. 
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 The petition has questioned the validity of a notification issued by the Ministry of Housing 

and Urban Affairs on October 28, 2020, notifying the change in land use by proposing 

modification to Zonal Development Plan of Zone ‗D‘ for plot number one in the Central 

Vista area of Lutyens Delhi. 

  The petitioner contended that the recreational area is proposed to be modified to 

residential area. It has not demonstrated any public interest in the proposed change in 

land use here. 

What is a land use Change and a Recreational Area? 

 Land use change is a process which transforms the natural landscape by direct human-

induced land use such as settlements, commercial and economic uses and forestry 

activities.  

 It impacts the overall environment in terms of greenhouse gas emission, land degradation 

and climate change.  The concept of the Green spaces or recreational area in the urban 

areas signifies the planning and development of the urban areas along with provision for 

the forest, wildlife, scrub grass, wetlands, river catchment and buffer areas. 

 These green spaces are not only provides the health and psychological benefits but actually 

filter the air, provides oxygen and improves the micro climate of the area which are 

prerequisite for the sustainable development. 

About Central Vista: 

 In December, 1911, King George V made an announcement in Delhi Durbar (a grand 

assembly) to shift the capital of India from Calcutta to Delhi. 

 Delhi Durbar was hosted to mark the coronation of King George V. 

 The task of constructing a new city was given to Edwin Lutyens, known for his strong 

adherence to European Classicism and Herbert Baker, a prominent architect in South 

Africa. Herbert Baker is also the architect of the Union buildings at Pretoria, South Africa. 

 Parliament House building was designed by both Lutyens and Baker. 

 Rashtrapati Bhavan was designed by Edwin Lutyens. 

 The Secretariat which includes both north and south block was designed by Herbert Baker. 

Architectural Features of the Building: 

 The foundation stone of the Parliament House was laid on February 12, 1921 by the Duke 

of Connaught. 

 Construction of the building was completed in 1927 and was inaugurated by the then 

Governor-General of India, Lord Irwin. 
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 The shape of the building is circular, which is based on the Chausath Yogini temple of 

Morena, Madhya Pradesh.  

 The building has a Central Chamber which is surrounded by the semicircular halls that 

were constructed for the sessions of the Chamber of Princes (now used as the Library 

Hall), the State Council (now used for the Rajya Sabha), and the Central Legislative 

Assembly (now used for the Lok Sabha). 

 The architectural design of the building is a perfect mix of ancient Indian tradition and 

modern amenities. 

 The building hosts the Parliament House, the Reception Office Building, the Library 

Building, the Parliament House Annexe along with huge lawns and Artificial Ponds. 

 The structure is enclosed by an ornamental red sandstone walls and 12 iron gates. 

 The building was declared a Grade-I heritage property in 2009. 

Why New Buiding is required now? 

 There is a shortage of working and parking space, amenities and services. 

 The building no longer supports added demands of space and security.  

 There are no chambers for MPs and situation would further worsen if there is an increase 

in the number of seats.  

 The buildings constructed over 100 years ago, such as the North and South blocks are not 

earthquake-resistant. 

 The Parliament House building has Remarkable Symbolic value. It embodies the spirit of 

Indian democracy. Hence, it would be advisable to reshape the Parliament building by 

imbibing the composite culture and rich Architectural Legacy of India. 

 

8. Supreme Court holds order on quota in Promotions 

Why in News? 

 The Supreme Court recently reserved its judgment in a batch of petitions seeking firm 

guidelines and basis for granting reservation in promotions for Scheduled 

Caste/Scheduled Tribe candidates in Government jobs. 

About the News: 

 A Bench had recently heard Attorney General submit that 75 years of Independence had 

not been able to bring members of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes on a par 

with the forward classes of society. Mr. Venugopal reiterated that it was still tough for a 

member of the SC/ST to get ‗Group A‘ category jobs. 
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 In the previous hearing, the Bench itself had referred to records filed before it to note that 

there was low representation of SC/ST category in Group A jobs. 

 Instead of improving the situation in the Group A ranks, the court had said, efforts were on 

to ensure adequate representation in Groups B and C. 

What are the Constitutional Provisions related to Reservations? 

 Article 16(4) empowers the state to make any provision for the reservation of 

appointments or posts in favour of any backward class of citizens which, in the 

opinion of the state, is not adequately represented in the services under the state. 

 By way of the 77th Amendment Act, a new clause (4A) was added to Article 16, 

empowering the state to make provisions for reservation in matters of promotion to 

Scheduled Caste/Scheduled Tribe employees if the state feels they are not 

adequately represented in services. Article 335 recognises that special measures need to be 

adopted for considering the claims of SCs and STs in order to bring them to a level-playing 

field. 

What are the Court‟s Earlier Rulings? 

 In its landmark 1992 decision in Indra Sawhney vs Union of India, the Supreme Court had 

held that reservations under Article 16(4) could only be provided at the time of entry into 

government service but not in matters of promotion. 

 It added that the principle would operate only prospectively and not affect promotions 

already made and that reservation already provided in promotions shall continue in 

operation for a period of five years from the date of the judgment.  

 It also ruled that the creamy layer can be and must be excluded. 

 On June 1995, Parliament adopted the seventy-seventh amendment by which clause (4A) 

was inserted into Article 16 to enable reservation to be made in promotion for SCs and STs.  

 The validity of the seventy-seventh and eighty-fifth amendments to the Constitution and of 

the legislation enacted in pursuance of those amendments was challenged before the 

Supreme Court in the Nagaraj case. Upholding the validity of Article 16 (4A), the court 

then said that it is an enabling provision. ―The State is not bound to make reservation for 

the SCs and STs in promotions. But, if it seeks to do so, it must collect quantifiable data on 

three facets — the backwardness of the class; the inadequacy of the representation of that 

class in public employment; and the general efficiency of service as mandated by Article 

335 would not be affected‖. The court ruled that the constitutional amendments do not 

abrogate the fundamentals of equality. 
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What is the Supreme Court‟s Latest Ruling Regarding the issue? 

 In February 2020, the SC said that ―Reservation in promotion in public posts cannot be 

claimed as a fundamental right”. 

 Articles 16 (4) and 16 (4-A) of the Constitution does not confer individuals with a 

fundamental right to claim reservation in promotion.  

 It only empowers the State to make a reservation in matters of appointment and 

promotion in favour of the backward class and SC’s/ST’s respectively, only if in the 

opinion of the State they are not adequately represented in the services of the 

State. 

 State Governments are not bound to make a reservation and have discretion in 

Providing Reservations. 

 The judgment also noted that even the courts could not issue a mandamus directing 

the States to Provide Reservation. 

What is its significance? 

 The provision is an aid of fostering the real and substantive right to equality to the SCs and 

STs.  

 It protects the authority of the Union and the States to adopt any of these special 

measures, to effectuate a realistic (as opposed to a formal) consideration of their claims to 

appointment in services and posts under the Union and the states.  

 It also emphasizes that the need to maintain the efficiency of administration cannot be 

construed as a fetter on adopting these special measures designed to uplift and protect the 

welfare of the SCs and STs. 

Need of an Hour: 

 Centuries of discrimination and prejudice suffered by the SCs and STs in a feudal, caste-

oriented societal structure poses real barriers of access to opportunity.  

 The provision contains a realistic recognition that unless special measures are adopted for 

the SCs and STs, the mandate of the Constitution for the consideration of their claim to 

appointment will remain Illusory. 
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9. Updated NPR form appears to retain Contentious Questions 

Why in News? 

 According to a document compiled by a committee under the Registrar General of India 

and shared with District Census officers, the latest form of the National Population 

Register (NPR) appears to have retained contentious questions such as ―mother tongue, 

place of birth of father and mother and last place of residence‖.  

About the News: 

 Though NPR was first compiled in 2010 and updated in 2015, the new questions were part 

of a trial exercise involving 30 lakh respondents in September 2019.  

 Along with Census 2021, the database of NPR collected in 2010 and updated in 2015 would 

be further updated in the first phase of census.  

 The NPR schedule to be used in Census 2021 is given at Annexure X. So far, the 

Government has not officially released the NPR schedule. 

 According to the Annexure: ―National Population Register 2020‖, the respondent will 

have to specify the ―name of State and district‖ if the place of birth of father and mother 

is in India and mention the country‘s name if not born here. 

 The form will collect details on 14 parameters of all family members. The sub-heads 

include passport number, relationship to head of the family, whether divorced/widowed or 

separated, mother tongue, if non-worker, cultivator, labourer, government employee, daily 

wage earner among others.  

 The form also has a column on Aadhar, mobile phone, Voter ID and driving license 

number, which are to be provided if available with the respondent. 

What is the Concern? 

 Many Opposition-ruled States have opposed the updation of the NPR due to its link with 

the proposed National Register of Citizens (NRC) and the yet to be implemented 

Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA).  

 According to Citizenship Rules framed in the year 2003, NPR is the first step towards 

compilation of National Register of Indian Citizens (NRIC) or NRC. 

 The CAA passed by the Parliament on December 11, 2019 allows citizenship on basis of 

religion to six undocumented communities from Pakistan, Afghanistan and Bangladesh 

who entered India on or before December 31, 2014.  
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 There are apprehensions and fears that the CAA followed by a country-wide NRC will 

benefit non-Muslims excluded from the proposed citizens‘ register, while excluded 

Muslims will have to prove their citizenship.  

 However, the government has denied that CAA and NRC are linked and that there are 

currently any plans to compile a countrywide NRC. 

About the National Population Register (NPR): 

 The NPR is a database containing a list of all usual residents of the country. Its objective is 

to have a comprehensive identity database of people residing in the country. 

 It is generated through house-to-house enumeration during the ―house-listing‖ phase of 

the census, which is held once in 10 years. 

 The last census was in 2011, and the next will be done in 2021 (and will be conducted 

through a mobile phone application). 

 A usual resident for the purposes of NPR is a person who has resided in a place for six 

months or more and intends to reside there for another six months or more 

How it is different from the Census? 

 The census involves a detailed questionnaire and there were 29 items to be filled up in the 

2011 census. 

 They aimed at eliciting the particulars of every person, including age, sex, marital status, 

occupation, birthplace, mother tongue, religion, whether they belonged to any SC or ST 

etc. On the other hand, NPR collects basic demographic data and biometric particulars. 

 Once the basic details of the head of the family are taken by the enumerator, an 

acknowledgement slip will be issued. This slip may be required for enrolment in NPR, 

whenever that process begins. 

 The details will be recorded in every local (village or ward), sub-district (tehsil or taluk), 

district and state level. 

 Once the details are recorded, there will be a population register at each of these levels. 

Together, they constitute the National Population Register. 

What is the legal basis for the NPR? 

 While the census is legally backed by the Census Act, 1948, the NPR is a mechanism 

outlined in a set of rules framed under the Citizenship Act, 1955. 

 Section 14A was inserted in the Citizenship Act, 1955, in 2004, providing for the 

compulsory registration of every citizen of India and the issue of a ―national identity card‖ 

to him or her. 
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 It also said the Central government may maintain a ―National Register of Indian Citizens‖. 

 The Registrar General India shall act as the ―National Registration Authority‖ (and will 

function as the Registrar General of Citizen Registration). 

 Incidentally, the Registrar General is also the country‘s Census Commissioner. 

 

10. Centre wants to keep Birth, Death Database 

Why in News? 

 The Centre has proposed amendments to a 1969 law that will enable it to ―maintain the 

database of registered birth and deaths at the National Level‖. 

About the News: 

 Presently, the registration of births and deaths is done by the local registrar appointed by 

States. It is proposed that the Chief Registrar (appointed by the States) would maintain a 

unified database at the State level and integrate it with the data at the ―national level,‖ 

maintained by the Registrar General of India (RGI). The amendments will imply that 

the Centre will be a parallel repository of data. 

 The database may be used to update the Population Register and the electoral register, and 

Aadhaar, ration card, passport and driving licence databases, says the proposed 

amendment to the Registration of Births and Deaths Act (RBD), 1969. 

About Registration of Birth and Death rules 1969: 

 The registration of births, deaths and still births are compulsory, in all parts of the 

Country. 

 The normal period of 21 days (from the date of occurrence) has been prescribed for 

reporting the birth, death and still birth events. 

 If the event of a birth or death is reported for registration to the prescribed authority 

within the normal period of 21days, no fee would be charged. 

 The responsibilities for reporting the events have been prescribed separately for 

domiciliary events as well as Institutional events: 

 In respect of birth or death occurred in a house, it is the duty of the Head of the 

house/household or nearest relative of the head present in the house or in the absence 

of any such person, the oldest male person present therein during the said period is 

responsible to report the event to the concerned Registrar/ sub Registrar. 

 These events can also be reported through the prescribed Notifiers such as Anganwadi 

Workers, ANM‘s, ASHA‘s and others. 
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 In respect of birth or death that occurred in a hospital, health centre, Maternity or 

nursing home or other such institutions, the medical officer In-charge or any person 

authorized by him on this behalf is responsible for reporting. 

 Under the provision of Section 7 of the RBD Act, the Registrars of Births and Deaths are 

appointed for each local area comprising the area within the jurisdiction of the 

Municipality, Panchayat or other local authority. 

 The Sub- Registrars are also appointed under section 7(5) of the Act and assigned to them 

any or all powers of Registrars. 

 The Registrars / Sub Registrars are deemed to be the public servant under section 21 of the 

Indian Penal Code. 

 In Rural areas following have been appointed as Registrar of Births and Death: 

 Panchayat Secretaries/Karmi/Gram Sevak in 15 States and 3 UTs. 

 Medical Officer In-charge or equivalent in 7 States and 3 UTs– (Assam, Haryana, 

Meghalaya, Orissa, and Punjab, Sikkim, Manipur (Partly), A & N Island, Delhi and 

Lakshadweep) 

 Village Accountants / Village Administrative Officers in 2 States - Karnataka and Tamil 

Nadu. SHO/Police Officials in Jammu & Kashmir and Chandigarh UT (Rural). 

 School Teachers in Mizoram and Nagaland. Circle Officer/Village Level Workers in 

Arunachal Pradesh. 

 In Urban Areas: The Municipal Health Officer, Health Officer or Equivalent Officers are 

appointed as Registrar of births and deaths. 

 In case, any child born outside India, his/her birth would be registered under the 

Citizenship Act 1955 and Citizens (Registration at Indian consulates) Rules, 1956 at the 

Indian Missions. 

 However, under Section 20 of the RBD Act, if the parents of the child return to India with a 

view to settling therein, the said birth can be registered within sixty days from the date of 

arrival of the child in India at the place of settling. 

What are the new changes proposed? 

 A new Section 3 A is proposed to be inserted in the Act, which says, ―The Registrar 

General, India shall maintain the database of registered births and deaths at the national  

level, that may be used, with the approval of the Central government, to update the 

Population Register prepared under the Citizenship Act, 1955; electoral registers or 

electoral rolls prepared under the Representation of the People Act, 1951; Aadhaar  
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database prepared under the Aadhaar Act, 2016; ration card database prepared under the 

National Food Security Act, 2013; passport database prepared under the Passport Act; and 

the driving licence database under the Motor Vehicles (Amendment) Act, 2019, and other 

databases at the national level subject to proviso of Section 17 (1) of the RBD Act, 1969.‖ 

 Another proposed change is the appointment of ―Special Sub-Registrars, in the event of 

disaster, with any or all of his powers and duties for on the spot registration of deaths and 

issuance of extract thereof, as may be prescribed.‖ 

What are its Implications? 

 If the amendments are implemented, the Centre could use the data to update the National 

Population Register (NPR), first prepared in 2010 and revised through door-to-door 

enumeration in 2015.  The NPR already has a database of 119 crore residents and under 

the Citizenship Rules, 2003, it is the first step towards the creation of the National Register 

of Citizens (NRC). 

About the Civil Registration System (CRS):  

 It is the process of continuous, permanent, compulsory and universal recording of births 

and deaths in the country. The Registration of Births and Deaths Act, 1969 (Act No. 18 of 

1969) provides for the compulsory registration of births and death 

 The data generated through a complete and up-to-date CRS is essential for socio-economic 

planning. The CRS moved online relatively recently (between five and three years ago in 

most States), and State-level portals now display data for every day from January 1, 2018 

to the present day.  

Why is CRS Data Vital? 

 Countries need to know how many people are born and die each year – and the main 

causes of their deaths – in order to have well-functioning health systems. The only way to 

track every citizen is through civil registration.  

 Civil registration provides the basis for the individual legal identity of a citizen and helps 

the government give them access to their rights as a citizen, including entitlements to 

social security benefits if any. For the Government, the requirement of a complete CRS 

system is a must as the data generated through a complete and up-to-date CRS is essential 

for socio-economic planning and evaluating the effectiveness of various social sector 

programs.  At the national level, the vital statistics data generated through Civil 

Registration is also quite useful for Medical Research and in the study of sex ratio, 

mortality and morbidity rates and also in the study of causes of deaths. 
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3.1. POLITY AND GOVERNANCE & SNIPPETS 

1. BSF Powers and Jurisdiction 

Why in News? 

 The Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) has extended the jurisdiction of the Border Security 

Force (BSF) up to 50 km inside the international borders in Punjab, West Bengal and 

Assam. 

Border Security Force (BSF): 

 The BSF is India‘s border guarding organization on its border with Pakistan and 

Bangladesh. 

 It comes under the Ministry of Home Affairs. 

 It was raised in the wake of the 1965 War on 1 December 1965 for ensuring the security of 

the borders of India and for matters connected therewith. 

 The BSF has its own cadre of officers but its head, designated as a Director-General (DG), 

since its raising has been an officer from the Indian Police Service (IPS). 

What are the New Modifications? 

 The MHA has exercised the powers under the Border Security Force Act of 1968. 

 It has thus outlined the area of BSF‘s jurisdiction. 

 While the places marked here are within 50 km of the respective borders, this is not meant 

to represent the BSF‘s jurisdiction. At the same time, the Ministry has reduced BSF‘s area 

of operation in Gujarat from 80 km from the border, to 50 km. 

Powers Exercised by BSF in its Jurisdiction: 

 BSFs jurisdiction has been extended only in respect of the powers it enjoys under: 

 Criminal Procedure Code (CrPC) 

 Passport (Entry into India) Act, 1920 and 

 Passport Act, 1967 

Arrest and Search: 

 BSF currently has powers to arrest and search under these laws. 

 It also has powers to arrest, search and seize under the NDPS Act, Arms Act, Customs Act 

and certain other laws. 

 Its powers under these will continue to be only up to 15 km inside the border in Punjab, 

Assam and West Bengal, and will remain as far as 80 km in Gujarat. 
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Sanctions behind such Powers: 

 Scarcely populated borders: At that time, border areas were sparsely populated and there 

were hardly any police stations for miles. 

 Trans-border crimes: To prevent trans-border crimes, it was felt necessary that BSF is 

given powers to arrest. 

 Manpower crunch: While police stations have now come up near the border, they continue 

to be short-staffed. 

Various Issues at Borders: 

 Encroachment 

 Illegal Incursion 

 Drug and Cattle Smuggling 

Why has the Government extended the Jurisdiction? 

 The objective of the move is to bring in uniformity and also to increase operational 

efficiency. Earlier BSF had different jurisdictions in different states. 

 BSF often gets information relating to crime scenes that may be out of their jurisdiction. 

 The move was also necessitated due to increasing instances of drone-dropping of weapons 

and drugs. 

 

2. Graded Response Action Plan (GRAP)  

Why in News? 

 The Commission for Air Quality Management (CAQM) has recently said that the measures 

under the ―very poor‖ and ―severe‖ category of the Graded Response Action Plan (GRAP) 

will kick in only when the air quality deteriorates further and stays in prescribed levels for 

48 hours. 

Highlights: 

 In pursuant to the Supreme Court‘s order in the matter of M. C. Mehta vs. Union of India 

(2016) regarding air quality in the National Capital Region of Delhi, a Graded Response 

Action Plan has been prepared for implementation under different Air Quality Index (AQI) 

categories namely, Moderate & Poor, Very Poor, and Severe. 

 A new category of ―Severe+ or Emergency‖ has been added. 

 The Plan was notified by the Ministry of Environment, Forests & Climate Change in 2017. 

 It institutionalised measures to be taken when air quality deteriorates. 
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 The plan is incremental in nature - therefore, when the air quality moves from ‗Poor‘ to 

‗Very Poor‘, the measures listed under both sections have to be followed. 

 It prevents PM10 and PM2.5 levels from going beyond the ‗moderate‘ national AQI 

category. 

 Till 2020, the Supreme Court-appointed Environment Pollution (Prevention & Control) 

Authority (EPCA) used to order States to implement GRAP measures. 

 The EPCA was dissolved and replaced by the Commission for Air Quality Management 

(CAQM) in 2020.It is a statutory mechanism to coordinate and oversee diverse efforts to 

improve air quality in Delhi, Punjab, Haryana, Rajasthan and UP, with the underlying 

remedial approach. 

 

3. Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) 

Why in News? 

 The Government has inaugurated C-DOT‘s (Centre for Development of Telematics) 

Quantum Communication Lab and unveiled the indigenously developed Quantum Key 

Distribution (QKD) solution. 

Highlights: 

 The Government has also allocated USD 1 billion for the National Mission on Quantum 

Technologies and Applications spanning over a period of 8 years. 

 It is also called Quantum Cryptography, is a mechanism to develop secure communication. 

 It provides a way of distributing and sharing secret keys that are necessary for 

cryptographic protocols. 

 Cryptography is the study of secure communications techniques that allow only the sender 

and intended recipient of a message to view its contents. 

 Cryptographic algorithms and protocols are necessary to keep a system secure, particularly 

when communicating through an untrusted network such as the Internet. 

 The conventional cryptosystems used for data-encryption rely on the complexity of 

mathematical algorithms, whereas the security offered by quantum communication is 

based on the laws of Physics. 

 In the QKD, encryption keys are sent as ‗qubits‘ (or quantum bits) in an optical fibre. 

 Optical fibres are capable of transmitting more data over longer distances and faster than 

other mediums. It works on the principle of total internal Reflections. 
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 QKD implementation requires interactions between the legitimate users. These 

interactions need to be authenticated. This can be achieved through various cryptographic 

means. 

 QKD allows two distant users, who do not share a long secret key initially, to produce a 

common, random string of secret bits, called a secret key. 

 The end-result is that QKD can utilize an authenticated communication channel and 

transform it into a secure communication channel. 

 It is designed in a way that if an illegitimate entity tries to read the transmission, it will 

disturb the qubits – which are encoded on photons. 

 This will generate transmission errors, leading to legitimate end-users being immediately 

informed. 

 

4. Climate Resilience Information System and Planning (CRISP-M) 

Why in News? 

 The Climate Resilience Information System and Planning (CRISP-M) tool for Mahatma 

Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme (MGNREGS) was recently 

launched. 

Highlights: 

 It will help embed climate information in the Geographic Information System (GIS) based 

planning and implementation of MGNREGS. 

 It is a computer system that analyzes and displays geographically referenced information. 

 The implementation of CRISP-M will open up new possibilities for rural communities to 

deal with the issues of climate change. 

 This tool will be used in seven states: Bihar, Jharkhand, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, 

Chhattisgarh, Odisha and Rajasthan. 

 It is one of the largest work guarantee programmes in the world. It was launched on 2nd 

February 2006. 

 The Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act was passed on 23rd 

August 2005. 

 To guarantee 100 days of employment in every financial year to adult members of any 

rural household willing to do public work-related unskilled manual work. 

 Unlike earlier employment guarantee schemes, the act aims at addressing the causes of 

chronic poverty through a rights-based framework. 
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 At least one-third of beneficiaries have to be women. 

 Wages must be paid according to the statutory minimum wages specified for agricultural 

labourers in the state under the Minimum Wages Act, 1948 (now subsumed under Code on 

Wages, 2019). The most important part of MGNREGA‘s design is its legally-backed 

guarantee for any rural adult to get work within 15 days of demanding it, failing which an 

‗unemployment allowance‘ must be given. 

 This demand-driven scheme enables the self-selection of workers. 

 There is an emphasis on strengthening the process of decentralisation by giving a 

significant role to the Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRIs) in planning and implementing 

these works.  

 The act mandates Gram sabhas to recommend the works that are to be undertaken and at 

least 50% of the works must be executed by them. 

 

5. Medical Termination of Pregnancy (Amendment) Act, 2021 

Why in News? 

 The Government has recently notified new rules under the Medical Termination of 

Pregnancy (Amendment) Act, 2021. The 2021 Act was passed to amend the Medical 

Termination of Pregnancy (MTP) Act, 1971.  

Highlights: 

 The gestational limit for termination of a pregnancy has been increased from 20 to 24 

weeks for certain categories of women.  

 A state-level medical board will be set up to decide if a pregnancy may be terminated after 

24 weeks in cases of foetal malformation. 

 The medical boards are to either accept or reject the proposal for medical termination of 

pregnancy within three days of receiving the request. 

 The abortion procedure has to be done with five days of the board receiving the request for 

the same. The new rules will contribute towards ending preventable maternal mortality to 

help meet the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 3.1, 3.7 and 5.6. 

 SDG 3.1 pertains to reducing maternal mortality ratio whereas SDGs 3.7 and 5.6 pertain to 

universal access to sexual and reproductive health and rights. 

 The new rules will increase the ambit and access of women to safe abortion services and 

will ensure dignity, autonomy, confidentiality and justice for women who need to 

terminate pregnancy. 
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 Although the new rules have increased access to abortions to some extent, they fail to 

correct a fundamental flaw in the MTP Act that a woman does not have the basic right to 

terminate a pregnancy if and when she decides. 

 The formation of a state medical board raises additional concerns around their access, 

particularly to women from rural areas. 

 The Act requires abortion to be performed only by doctors with specialisation in 

gynaecology or obstetrics. As there is a 75% shortage of such doctors in community health 

centres in rural areas, pregnant women may continue to find it difficult to access facilities 

for safe abortions. The society is still unable to ensure reproductive autonomy to the 

women, many of whom not only lack the freedom to plan pregnancies but also face 

multiple barriers when they seek abortions. 
 

6. Public Sector Undertakings (PSUs) 

Why in News? 

 Recently, The Prime Minister dedicated the seven defence Public Sector Undertakings 

(PSUs), created through the restructuring of the Ordnance Factory Board (OFB), to the 

Nation. 

Highlights: 

 India‘s goal under ‗Atmanirbhar Bharat‘ (self-reliant India) is to make the country, on its 

own, into a big Military Power. 

 The Union government ordered the dissolution of the four-decade-old Ordnance Factory 

Board (OFB) and amalgamated 41 factories under seven new state-owned companies to 

manufacture defence hardware ranging from munitions to heavy weapons and vehicles. 

 These new companies are headquartered in five cities. 

 OFB was an umbrella body for the ordnance factories and related institutions, and was a 

subordinate office of the Ministry of Defence (MoD). It was a conglomerate of 41 factories, 

9 training Institutes, 3 regional marketing centres and 5 regional controllers of safety. 

 It was Headquartered at Kolkata. 

 All employees of the erstwhile OFB (Group A, B and C) belonging to production units will 

be transferred to the corporate entities on deemed deputation for a period of two years 

without any change in their service conditions as central government staff. 

 Munitions India Limited, Armoured Vehicles Nigam Limited, Advanced Weapons and 

Equipment India Limited, Troop Comforts Limited, Yantra India Limited, India Optel 

Limited, and Gliders India Limited. 
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 The concerns have been raised regarding high costs, inconsistent quality and delay in 

supply of OFB products by the armed forces. 

 The new structure will help overcome these various shortcomings in the existing system of 

OFB and encourage these companies to become competitive and explore new 

opportunities in the market including exports. 

 

7. What the low rank on the Global Hunger Index means for India 

Why in News? 

 This year‘s Global Hunger Index (GHI) ranks India 101 out of 116 countries for which 

reliable and comparable data exist. 

Government‟s Stand: 

 Is India‘s performance on hunger as dismal as denoted by the index or is it partly a 

statistical artefact? 

 This question assumes immediacy, especially since the government has questioned the 

methodology and claimed that the ranking does not represent the ground reality. 

 This calls for careful scrutiny of the methodology, especially of the GHI‘s components. 

Understanding the GHI Methodology: 

 The GHI has four components. 

 The first — insufficient calorie intake — is applicable for all age groups. 

 The data on deficiency in calorie intake, accorded 33% weight, is sourced from the Food 

and Agriculture Organization‘s Suite of Food Security Indicators (2021). 

 The remaining three — wasting (low weight for height), stunting (low height for age) and 

mortality — are confined to children under five years. 

 The data on child wasting and stunting (2016-2020), each accounting for 16.6% of weight, 

are from the World Health Organization, UNICEF and World Bank, complemented with 

the latest data from the Demographic and Health Surveys. 

 Under-five mortality data are for 2019 from the UN Inter-Agency Group for Child 

Mortality Estimation. 

Issues with GHI: 

 The GHI is largely children-oriented with a higher emphasis on undernutrition than on 

hunger and its hidden forms, including micronutrient deficiencies. 

 The first component — calorie insufficiency — is problematic for many reasons. 
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 The lower calorie intake, which does not necessarily mean deficiency, may also stem from 

reduced physical activity, better social infrastructure (road, transport and healthcare) and 

access to energy-saving appliances at home, among others. 

 For a vast and diverse country like India, using a uniform calorie norm to arrive at 

deficiency prevalence means failing to recognise the huge regional imbalances in factors 

that may lead to differentiated calorie requirements at the State level. 

Understanding the connection between stunting and wasting and ways to tackling 

them: 

 India‘s wasting prevalence (17.3%) is one among the highest in the world. 

 Its performance in stunting, when compared to wasting, is not that dismal, though. 

 Child stunting in India declined from 54.2% in 1998–2002 to 34.7% in 2016-2020, 

whereas child wasting remains around 17% throughout the two decades of the 21st century. 

 Stunting is a chronic, long-term measure of undernutrition, while wasting is an acute, 

short-term measure. 

 Quite possibly, several episodes of wasting without much time to recoup can translate into 

stunting. Effectively countering episodes of wasting resulting from such sporadic 

adversities is key to making sustained and quick progress in child nutrition. 

 Way Forward: If India can tackle wasting by effectively monitoring regions that are 

more vulnerable to socioeconomic and environmental crises, it can possibly improve 

wasting and stunting simultaneously. 

Low Child Mortality: 

 India‘s relatively better performance in the other component of GHI — child mortality — 

merits a mention. Studies suggest that child undernutrition and mortality are usually 

closely related, as child undernutrition plays an important facilitating role in child 

mortality. However, India appears to be an exception in this regard. 

 This implies that though India was not able to ensure better nutritional security for all 

children under five years, it was able to save many lives due to the availability of and access 

to better health facilities. 

Conclusion: 

 The low ranking does not mean that India fares uniformly poor in every aspect. This 

ranking should prompt us to look at our policy focus and interventions and ensure that 

they can effectively address the concerns raised by the GHI, especially against pandemic-

induced Nutrition Insecurity. 
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8. Farmers have Right to Protest, but can‟t block roads: SC 

Why in News? 

 The Supreme Court has said farmers protesting at Delhi borders against the three farms 

laws have the right to agitate but they cannot block roads indefinitely. 

What is Protest? 

 When a group, community, or even a person goes up to protest, it is usually to showcase 

their disapproval or demur against any action, policy, statement, etc of state or 

Government or Any Organization. 

 Mostly the flow of protest is driven through political waves that also demonstrate the 

collective organization of people to make the government or state address their issues and 

take steps to overcome them. 

Issues with Ongoing Protest in Delhi: 

 The question as to the absolute nature of the right to protest is not even a question in the 

true sense here. 

 We have seen the vandalism protest at Red Fort last year. 

 Hence the rights mentioned above are subject to reasonable restrictions under 19 (2) and 

19 (3) on grounds such as sovereignty and integrity of India, and public order. 

Right to Protest in India 

 The right to protest is the manifestation of three FRs: 

 Right to Freedom of Assembly 

 Right to Freedom of Association and 

 Right to Freedom of Speech 

 The Constitution of India provides the right of freedom, given in Article 19 with the view of 

Guaranteeing individual rights that were considered vital by the framers of the 

Constitution. 

 The Right to protest peacefully is enshrined in Article 19(1) (a) guarantees the freedom of 

speech and expression; Article 19(1) (b) assures citizens the right to assemble peaceably 

and without arms. 

 In detail: Article 19(1) 

 It states that All citizens shall have the right: 

a) to freedom of speech and expression; 

b) to assemble peaceably and without arms; 
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c) to form associations or unions; 

d) to move freely throughout the territory of India; 

e) to reside and settle in any part of the territory of India; and 

f) omitted 

g) to practice any profession, or to carry on any occupation, trade or business 

Reasonable restrictions do exist in practice: 

 Fundamental rights do not live in isolation. The right of the protester has to be balanced 

with the right of the commuter. They have to co-exist in mutual respect. 

 Article 19(2) imposes reasonable restrictions on this. 

 The court held it was entirely the responsibility of the administration to prevent 

Encroachments in Public Spaces. 
 

9. Deendayal Antyodaya Yojana - National Rural Livelihoods Mission (DAY-NRLM)  

Why in News? 

 Recently, as part of Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav, a total of 152 Centre for Financial Literacy & 

Service Delivery (SAKSHAM Centres) across 77 districts of 13 states were launched. 

SAKSHAM Centres: 

 Centre for Financial Literacy & Service Delivery (CFL&SD) would act as a one stop 

solution/single window system for basic financial needs of Self-Help Groups (SHGs) 

households in rural areas. 

 To provide financial literacy & facilitate delivery of financial services (savings, credit, 

insurance, pensions etc.) to SHG members and rural poor. 

 A mobile & web-based application called ―SAKSHAM‖ has also been developed. 

 It will be used by the community resource person of the Centre to know the penetration of 

various financial services for each SHG & village, identify major gaps and accordingly 

provide training and deliver the required Financial Services. 

Highlights: 

 The centres were launched under Deendayal Antyodaya Yojana - National Rural 

Livelihoods Mission (DAY-NRLM) of the Ministry of Rural Development. 

 It is a centrally sponsored programme, launched by the Ministry of Rural Development in 

June 2011. 

 To eliminate rural poverty through the promotion of multiple livelihoods and improved 

access to financial services for the rural poor households across the country. 
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 It involves working with community institutions through community professionals in the 

spirit of self-help which is a unique proposition of DAY-NRLM. 

 It impacts the livelihoods through universal social mobilization by inter alia organising 

one-woman member from each rural poor household into Self Help Groups (SHGs), their 

training and capacity building, facilitating their micro-livelihoods plans, and enabling 

them to implement their livelihoods plans through accessing financial resources from their 

own institutions and the banks. 

 It is implemented in a Mission mode by special purpose vehicles (autonomous state 

societies) with dedicated implementation support units at the national, state, district and 

block levels, using professional human resources in order to provide continuous and long-

term handholding support to each rural poor family. 
 

10. Jammu & Kashmir Public Safety Act (PSA), 1978. 

Why in News? 

 Recently, Home Minister‘s visit, around 700 people have been detained in the union 

territory of Jammu and Kashmir (J&K) and a few under the stringent Jammu & Kashmir 

Public Safety Act (PSA), 1978. 

Highlights: 

 An individual can be detained on the basis of an executive order for a maximum of two 

years, without trial, if their act is prejudicial to the security of the State or the maintenance 

of public order. Detention order is passed either by the Divisional Commissioner or the 

District Magistrate. The only way the administrative preventive detention order can be 

challenged is through a habeas corpus petition filed by relatives of the detained person. 

 The High Court and the Supreme Court have jurisdiction to hear such petitions and pass a 

final order seeking quashing of the PSA. 

 However, if the order is quashed, there is no bar on the government passing another 

detention order under the PSA and detaining the person again. 

 There can be no prosecution or any legal proceeding against the official who has passed the 

order. The PSA allows for the detention of a person without a formal charge and without 

trial. It can be slapped on a person already in police custody; on someone immediately 

after being granted bail by a court. Section 8 of the PSA provides a vast number of reasons 

for detention, ranging from ―promoting, propagating, or attempting to create, feelings of 

enmity or hatred or disharmony on grounds of religion, race, caste, community, or region‖ 

to incitement, instigation, abetment and actual commission of such acts. 
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 It leaves it to district collectors or district magistrates to decide, giving a 12-day period 

within which an advisory board has to approve the detention. 

 No Distinction Between Minor and Major Offences: 

 It allows detention for up to 1 year for disturbance of public order and 2 years for actions 

prejudicial to the security of the State. 

 

11. National Steering Committee (NSC)  

Why in News? 

 National Steering Committee (NSC) has recently been formed for the implementation of 

NIPUN Bharat Mission. 

Highlights: 

 NIPUN (National Initiative for Proficiency in Reading with Understanding and Numeracy) 

Bharat Scheme was launched earlier this year as part of the National Education Policy 

(NEP) 2020. 

 To oversee the progress of the National Mission on Foundational Literacy and Numeracy 

and provide Guidance on Policy Issues. 

 To arrive at the target to be achieved nationally in 2026-27. 

 To disseminate tools for measurement of yearly progress in the form of guidelines. 

 To prepare and approve a National Action Plan (based on the State‘s Action Plans). 

 To review programmatic and financial norms periodically to ensure they are synchronised 

with targets to be achieved. 

 To create an enabling environment to ensure universal acquisition of foundational literacy 

and numeracy, so that every child achieves the desired learning competencies in reading, 

writing and numeracy by the end of Grade 3, by 2026-27. 

 It will focus on providing access and retaining children in foundational years of schooling; 

teacher capacity building; development of high quality and diversified Student and 

Teacher Resources/Learning Materials; and tracking the progress of each child in 

achieving learning outcomes. 

 NIPUN Bharat will be implemented by the Department of School Education and Literacy, 

Ministry of Education. 

 A five-tier implementation mechanism will be set up at the National- State- District- 

Block- School level in all States and UTs, under the aegis of the centrally sponsored 

scheme of Samagra Shiksha. 
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 ‗Samagra Shiksha‘ programme was launched subsuming three existing schemes: Sarva 

Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA), Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyan (RMSA) and Teacher 

Education (TE). 

 The aim of the scheme is to treat school education holistically, from pre-school to Class 

XII. 

 A special package for Foundational Literacy and Numeracy (FLN) under NISHTHA 

(National Initiative for School Heads and Teachers Holistic Advancement) is being 

developed by NCERT. 

 NISHTHA is a capacity building programme for "Improving Quality of School Education 

through Integrated Teacher Training". 

 Stage-wise targets are being set in a continuum from the pre-primary or balvatika classes 

 

12. SC sets up Committee to Examine Pegasus Allegations 

Why in News? 

 The Supreme Court recently appointed an expert technical committee overseen by former 

Supreme Court judge R.V. Raveendran to examine allegations that the Centre used Israeli 

software Pegasus to spy on Citizens. 

About the News: 

 The Apex Court stressed that the power of the state to snoop in the name of national 

security into the ―sacred private space‖ of individuals is not absolute. 

 The court said it consciously avoided ―political thickets‖ but could not cower when 

allegations involved a ―grave‖ threat to the privacy and free speech of the entire citizenry 

and raised the possibility of involvement of the Government, or even a foreign power, 

behind the surveillance. The court said the petitions filed before it, including ones by 

veteran journalists N. Ram and Sashi Kumar, Editors Guild of India and victims of alleged 

snooping, had raised ―Orwellian concerns‖ about an all-pervasive technology like Pegasus.  

 The court said India could not remain mute in the face of Pegasus allegations when other 

countries across the globe had taken them seriously. 

What is Pegasus? 

 It is a type of malicious software or malware classified as a spyware designed to gain access 

to devices, without the knowledge of users, and gather personal information and relay it 

back to whoever it is that is using the software to spy. 

 Pegasus has been developed by the Israeli firm NSO Group that was set up in 2010. 
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 The earliest version of Pegasus discovered, which was captured by researchers in 2016, 

infected phones through what is called spear-phishing – text messages or emails that trick 

a target into clicking on a malicious link. Since then, however, NSO‘s attack capabilities 

have become more advanced. Pegasus infections can be achieved through so-called ―zero-

click‖ attacks, which do not require any interaction from the phone‘s owner in order to 

succeed. 

 These will often exploit ―zero-day‖ vulnerabilities, which are flaws or bugs in an operating 

system that the mobile phone‘s manufacturer does not yet know about and so has not been 

able to fix. 

Who were the Targets? 

 Human Rights activists, journalists and lawyers around the world have been targeted with 

phone malware sold to authoritarian governments by an Israeli surveillance firm. 

 Indian ministers, government officials and opposition leaders also figure in the list of 

people whose phones may have been compromised by the spyware. 

 In 2019, WhatsApp filed a lawsuit in the US court against Israel's NSO Group, alleging that 

the firm was incorporating cyber-attacks on the application by infecting mobile devices 

with Malicious Software. 

Recent Steps Taken in India against Cyber Crime: 

 Cyber Surakshit Bharat Initiative: It was launched in 2018 with an aim to spread 

awareness about cybercrime and building capacity for safety measures for Chief 

Information Security Officers (CISOs) and frontline IT staff across all government 

departments. 

 National Cyber security Coordination Centre (NCCC): In 2017, the NCCC was 

developed to scan internet traffic and communication metadata (which are little snippets 

of information hidden inside each communication) coming into the country to detect real-

time cyber threats. 

 Cyber Swachhta Kendra: In 2017, this platform was introduced for internet users to 

clean their computers and devices by wiping out viruses and malware. 

 Indian Cyber Crime Coordination Centre (I4C): I4C was recently inaugurated by 

the government. 

 National Cyber Crime Reporting Portal has also been launched pan India. 

 Computer Emergency Response Team - India (CERT-IN): It is the nodal agency 

which deals with cybersecurity threats like hacking and phishing. 
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 Legislations in India: 

 Information Technology Act, 2000. 

 Personal Data Protection Bill, 2019. 

International Mechanisms: 

 International Telecommunication Union (ITU): It is a specialized agency within 

the United Nations which plays a leading role in the standardization and development of 

telecommunications and cyber security issues. 

 Budapest Convention on Cybercrime: It is an international treaty that seeks to 

address Internet and computer crime (cybercrime) by harmonizing national laws, 

improving investigative techniques, and increasing cooperation among nations. It came 

into force on 1st July 2004. India is not a signatory to this convention. 

 

13. Unified Database of Birth and Death 

Why in News? 

 The Centre has proposed amendments to a 1969 law that will enable it to ―maintain the 

database of registered birth and deaths at the national level‖. 

Registration of Births and Deaths Act (RBD), 1969: 

 The registration of births, deaths and stillbirths are compulsory under the provisions of 

RBD Act in all parts of the Country. 

 The normal period of 21 days (from the date of occurrence) has been prescribed for 

reporting the birth, death and stillbirth events. 

Why need Amendment? 

 The database may be used to update the Population Register and the electoral register, and 

Aadhaar, ration card, passport and driving licence databases after the amendment. 

 Presently, the registration of births and deaths is done by the local registrar appointed by 

States. 

What are the Proposed Amendments? 

 It is proposed that the Chief Registrar (appointed by the States) would maintain a unified 

database at the State level. 

 It would then integrate it with the data at the ―national level,‖ maintained by the Registrar 

General of India (RGI). 

 The amendments will imply that the Centre will be a parallel repository of data. 
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Significance of the database: 

 It would help update: 

 Population Register prepared under the Citizenship Act, 1955; 

 Electoral registers or electoral rolls prepared under the Representation of the People Act, 

1951. Aadhaar database prepared under the Aadhaar Act, 2016; 

 Ration card database prepared under the National Food Security Act, 2013; 

 Passport database prepared under the Passport Act; and 

 Driving licence database under the Motor Vehicles (Amendment) Act, 2019, and 

 Other databases at the national level are subject to provisons of Section 17 (1) of the RBD 

Act, 1969. 
 

14. CERT-In authorized as CVE Numbering Authority (CNA) 

Why in News? 

 CERT-In has partnered with the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) Program 

and has been authorized as a CVE Numbering Authority (CNA) for vulnerabilities 

impacting all products designed, developed and manufactured in India. 

What is CVE Program? 

 CVE is an international, community-based effort and relies on the community to discover 

vulnerabilities. 

 The vulnerabilities are discovered then assigned and published to the CVE List. 

 Information technology and cybersecurity professionals use CVE Records to ensure they 

are discussing the same issue, and to coordinate their efforts to prioritize and address the 

vulnerabilities. 

 Partners publish CVE Records to communicate consistent descriptions of vulnerabilities. 

Mission of the Program: 

 The mission of the CVE Program is to identify, define, and catalog publicly disclosed 

cybersecurity vulnerabilities. 

 The vulnerabilities are discovered then assigned and published by organizations from 

around the world that have partnered with the CVE Program. 

Who are the CNAs? 

 CNAs are organizations responsible for the regular assignment of CVE IDs to 

vulnerabilities, and for creating and publishing information about the Vulnerability in the 

associated CVE Record. 
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 The CVE List is built by CVE Numbering Authorities (CNAs). 

 Every CVE Record added to the list is assigned by a CNA. 

 The CVE Records published in the catalog enable program stakeholders to rapidly discover 

and correlate vulnerability information used to protect systems against attacks. 

 Each CNA has a specific Scope of responsibility for vulnerability identification and 

publishing. 

 Indian Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT-IN): 

 CERT-IN is an office within the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology. 

 It is the nodal agency to deal with cyber security threats like hacking and phishing. It 

strengthens the security-related defense of the Indian Internet domain. 

 It was formed in 2004 by the Government of India under the Information Technology Act, 

2000 Section (70B) under the Ministry of Communications and Information Technology. 
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4. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

1. China Denies Testing of Hypersonic Technology 

Why in News? 

 China‘s Government recently denied a recent report saying it had carried out a test of a 

nuclear capable hypersonic missile, stating that the launch was a ―routine test of a space 

vehicle‖. 

What are the Implications for India if it is true? 

 Hypersonic technology developments, in the backdrop of growing US-China rivalry and a 

year-long standoff with Indian forces in eastern Ladakh, is certainly a threat for India's 

space assets along with the Surface Assets. 

 The offence system operating at these speeds would mean a requirement to develop 

defence systems at these Speeds. 

 Several countries, including the US, Russia and China, are developing hypersonic missiles 

which travel at a speed five times that of sound. 

 Though slower than ballistic missiles, they are harder to intercept and can be manoeuvred. 

About Hypersonic Speed and Technology: 

 Hypersonic speeds are 5 or more times the Mach or speed of sound. 

 Mach Number: It describes an aircraft‘s speed compared with the speed of sound in 

air, with Mach 1 equating to the speed of sound i.e. 343 metre per second. 

 Types (2): 

 Hypersonic Cruise Missiles: These are the ones that use rocket or jet propellant 

through their flight and are regarded as being just faster versions of existing cruise 

missiles. 

 Hypersonic Glide Vehicle (HGV): These missiles first go up into the atmosphere 

on a conventional rocket before being launched towards their target. 

 Technology Used: Most hypersonic vehicles primarily use the scramjet technology, 

which is a type of Air Breathing propulsion System. 

 This is extremely complex technology, which also needs to be able to handle high 

temperatures, making the hypersonic systems extremely costly. 
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Ballistic Missile vs Cruise Missile: 

Classification of Missiles Based on Speed: 

Speed Range Mach Number Velocity in m/s 

Subsonic < 0.8 < 274 

Transonic 0.8–1.2 274–412 

Supersonic 1.2–5 412–1715 

Hypersonic 5–10 1715–3430 

High-hypersonic 10–25 3430–8507 

 

Development of Hypersonic Technology in India: 

 India, too, is working on hypersonic technologies. 

 As far as space assets are concerned, India has already proved its capabilities through the 

test of ASAT under Mission Shakti. 

 Hypersonic technology has been developed and tested by both DRDO and ISRO. 

 Recently, DRDO has successfully flight-tested the Hypersonic Technology Demonstrator 

Vehicle (HSTDV), with a capability to travel at 6 times the speed of sound. 

 Also, a Hypersonic Wind Tunnel (HWT) test facility of the DRDO was inaugurated in 

Hyderabad. It is a pressure vacuum-driven, enclosed free jet facility that simulates Mach 5 

to 12. 

 

 

Ballistic Missile Cruise Missile 

 Travel in projectile motion and trajectory 

depends on gravity, air resistance and Coriolis 

Force. 

 Comparatively follows a 

straight trajectory of 

motion. 

 Leave the earth‘s atmosphere and re-enter it.  The flight path is within 

the earth‘s atmosphere. 

 Long-range missiles (300 km to 12,000 km)  Short range missiles (range 

upto 1000 km) 

 E.g. Prithvi I, Prithvi II, Agni I, Agni II and 

Dhanush missiles. 

 E.g. BrahMos missiles 
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What is Air Breathing Propulsion System? 

 These systems use atmospheric oxygen, which is available up to about 50 km of earth‘s 

surface to burn the fuel stored on-board thereby making the system much lighter, more 

efficient and cost effective. 

 Examples of Air Breathing Propulsion System include the Ramjet, Scramjet, Dual Mode 

Ramjet (DMRJ). 

 Ramjet: A ramjet is a form of air breathing jet engine that uses the vehicle's forward 

motion to compress incoming air for combustion without an axial compressor. 

 Fuel is injected in the combustion chamber where it mixes with the hot compressed air 

and ignites. Ramjets cannot produce thrust at zero airspeed; they cannot move an 

aircraft from a standstill. 

 A ramjet-powered vehicle, therefore, requires an assisted take-off, like a rocket assist, 

to accelerate it to a speed where it begins to produce thrust. 

 The ramjet works best at supersonic speeds and as the speed enters the hypersonic 

range, its efficiency starts to drop. 

 Scramjet: A scramjet engine is an improvement over the ramjet engine as it operates at 

hypersonic speeds and allows supersonic combustion, which gives it its name — supersonic 

combustion ramjet, or scramjet. 

 The scramjet is composed of three basic components: 

 A converging inlet where incoming air is compressed, 

 A combustor where gaseous fuel is burned with atmospheric oxygen to produce heat, 

 A diverging nozzle where the heated air is accelerated to produce thrust. The exhaust 

gases are accelerated to hypersonic speeds using a divergent nozzle. 

 The speed at which the vehicle moves through the atmosphere causes the air to 

compress within the inlet. As such, no moving parts are needed in a scramjet, which 

reduces the weight and the number of failure points in the engine. 

 Dual Mode Ramjet (DMRJ): 

 The third concept is a mix of ramjet and scramjet, which is called DMRJ. 

 There is a need for an engine which can operate at both supersonic and hypersonic 

speeds.  

 A DMRJ is an engine design where a ramjet transforms into a scramjet over Mach 4-8 

range, which means, it can operate in both the subsonic and supersonic combustor 

mode. 
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2. 'Ebola is defeated', says Congolese professor who discovered virus 

Why in News? 

 Jean-Jacques Muyembe, the Congolese professor who first discovered the Ebola virus 

more than 40 years ago has recently said that the virus has been defeated. Vaccines and 

Medical Treatments have brought the deadly and terrifying disease under control. 

About the News: 

 The 79-year-old virologist was speaking at a ceremony in the Democratic Republic of 

Congo's capital Kinshasa marking the arrival on the market of the "Ebanga" treatment, 

which was approved last December by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. 

 Together with more effective clinical treatments, the availability of vaccines means the 

highly infectious haemorrhagic fever that once proved almost always fatal can now be 

contained. 

Background: 

 Mr. Muyembe first came across the virus in 1976 as a field epidemiologist when he was 

called to the village of Yambuku in northern DRC, which was then called Zaire. 

 A mysterious illness had just appeared. He took a sample from a sick nun, sent it to 

Belgium, where microbiologist Peter Piot isolated the virus for the first time — and is 

widely miscredited as the man who "discovered" the disease. 

 The virus was named Ebola after a river close to Yambuku. 

About Ebola: 

 Ebola virus disease (EVD), formerly known as Ebola haemorrhagic fever, is a severe, often 

fatal illness in humans. 

 The virus is transmitted to people from wild animals and spreads in the human population 

through human-to-human transmission. 

 The average EVD case fatality rate is around 50%. Case fatality rates have varied from 25% 

to 90% in past outbreaks. 

 Community engagement is key to successfully controlling outbreaks. Good outbreak 

control relies on case management, surveillance and contact tracing, a good laboratory 

service and social mobilisation. 
 

 Early supportive care with rehydration, symptomatic treatment improves survival. There is 

yet no licensed treatment proven to neutralise the virus but a range of blood, 

immunological and drug therapies are under development. 
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Is Ebola Virus Disease is a Contagious Disease? 

 Ebola Virus Disease can be highly contagious. The person becomes contagious when the 

first symptoms begin to appear like fever until he or she dies.  

 After the death of a person, his or her body is extremely contagious until its cremation or 

burial. If an individual survives with the Ebola Virus Disease, the person remains 

contagious for approximately 21 to 42 days after the symptoms abate.  

 It is also said that the Ebola viruses have been detected in the semen of men's for many 

months and in the eyes of males and females for months but it is not clear yet how much 

contagious is the virus in these locations. 

What are the Vaccines Used? 

 An experimental Ebola vaccine, called rVSV-ZEBOV proved highly protective against EVD 

in a major trial in Guinea in 2015. 

 The rVSV-ZEBOV vaccine is being used in the ongoing 2018-2019 Ebola outbreak in DRC. 

Pregnant and breastfeeding women should have access to the vaccine under the same 

conditions as for the General Population. 

 The public mistrust and Militia attacks have prevented health workers from reaching some 

hard-hit areas for administering the Vaccines. 

 

 4.1. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY SNIPPETS 

1. Black Hole Mergers 

Why in News? 

 Scientists from Chennai Mathematical Institute and Ors. have analysed data from the 

LIGO-VIRGO observatories and estimated the fraction of the binary Black Hole mergers 

detected so far that show potential to form Intermediate-Mass Black Holes. 

Highlights: 

 It is the phenomenon of merging of two or more black holes. 

 Indian scientists have already observed merger of three supermassive black holes. 

 Merging of two or more black holes results in different types of black holes. For eg, 

Intermediate-Mass Black Holes and Binary Black Holes. 

 Intermediate-Mass black hole (IMBH) is a class of black hole with mass in the range 102–

105 solar masses: significantly more than stellar black holes but less than supermassive 

black holes. 
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 One of the theories of intermediate mass black hole formation has to do with ‗hierarchical 

Growth‘. 

 That is, if the black holes exist among a dense cluster of stars, the remnant (black hole) of a 

merger can pair up with another black hole close by to form a binary. This can eventually 

merge to form a second remnant which is more massive. This process, happening in a 

hierarchical manner, can explain intermediate mass black hole formation. 

 Gravitational Waves (GW) are created when two black holes orbit each other and merge. 

 ―Kicks‖ is the opposite momentum acquired by a remnant black hole during mergers. It is 

a reaction to Gravitational Waves taking away energy and linear momentum during 

Mergers.These kicks can be quite large, giving it a velocity of up to 1000 kilometres per 

second. 

 If this kick velocity is above the escape velocity of the star cluster in which the black hole is 

formed, it escapes from the environment and moves out. This hinders further hierarchical 

mergers. The extent of the kick received by the remnant can be calculated from the masses 

of the merging black holes and their spin. The kick estimates help understand which 

mergers have the possibility of forming Intermediate-Mass black holes. 

 

2. Border Security Force (BSF)  

Why in News? 

 Ministry of Home Affairs has recently issued a notification to widen the jurisdiction of 

Border Security Force (BSF) for seizure, search and arrest up to 50km from the 

international border in Assam, West Bengal and Punjab. 

Highlights: 

 This notification replaces a 2014 order under the BSF Act, 1968, which also covered the 

States of Manipur, Mizoram, Tripura, Nagaland and Meghalaya. 

 It also specifically mentions the two newly created Union Territories- J&K and Ladakh. 

 The violations for which the BSF carries out search and seizure include smuggling of 

narcotics, other prohibited items, illegal entry of foreigners and offences punishable under 

any other Central Act among others. 

 After a suspect has been detained or a consignment seized within the specified area, the 

BSF can only conduct ―preliminary questioning‖ and has to hand over the suspect to the 

local police within 24 hours. 

 The BSF does not have the powers to prosecute crime suspects. 
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 The BSF was raised in 1965, after the India-Pakistan war. 

 It is one of the seven Central Armed Police Forces of the Union of India under the 

administrative control of the Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA). 

 Other Central Armed Police Forces are: Assam Rifles (AR), Indo-Tibetan Border Police 

(ITBP), Central Industrial Security Force (CISF), Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF), 

National Security Guards (NSG) and Sashastra Seema Bal (SSB). 

 The 2.65-lakh force is deployed along the Pakistan and Bangladesh borders. 

 It is deployed on Indo-Pakistan International Border, Indo-Bangladesh International 

Border, Line of Control (LoC) along with Indian Army and in Anti-Naxal Operations. 

 It has an air wing, marine wing, an artillery regiment, and commando units. 

 BSF has been defending Sir Creek in Arabian Sea and Sundarban delta in the Bay of Bengal 

with its state of art fleet of Water Crafts. 

 BSF has an instrumental role in helping state administration in maintaining Law and 

Order and conducting peaceful elections. BSF has been crusading against natural calamity 

to save precious human lives as and when warranted. It contributes dedicated services to 

the UN peacekeeping Mission by sending a large contingent of its trained manpower every 

year. 

 It has been termed as the First Line of Defence of Indian Territories. 

 

3. Cambrian Patrol Exercise 

Why in News? 

 Recently, the Gorkha Rifles (Frontier Force) of the Indian Army has been awarded a Gold 

medal in the Cambrian Patrol Exercise, which was held in Wales (the UK).  

Highlights: 

 It is an annual international military patrolling exercise and is referred to as the ‗Olympics 

of Military Patrolling‘ among militaries in the world. 

 It was first set up more than 40 years ago, by a group of Welsh Territorial Army soldiers 

who designed the training event to feature long-distance marching over the Cambrian 

Mountains culminating in firing. 

 The teams have to cover a 50-mile course in less than 48 hrs while performing numerous 

types of military exercises placed throughout the rugged Cambrian Mountains and 

swamplands of mid-Wales, UK. 
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 The aim of the exercise is to test their leadership, self-discipline, courage, physical 

endurance, and determination. 

 Joint Exercises between India and UK are Navy: Konkan, Air Force: Indradhanush and 

Military: Ajeya Warrior 

 

4. Ex Yudh Abhyas 2021 

Why in News? 

 The 17th Indo-US Joint Military Exercise "Ex Yudh Abhyas 2021" was recently held at Joint 

Base Elmendorf-Richardson in Alaska (US). 

Highlights: 

 The previous version of the exercise was held in Bikaner's Mahajan Field Firing Ranges 

(Rajasthan). It is the largest running joint military training and defence cooperation 

endeavor between India and the US. 

 The exercise was started in 2004 under the US Army Pacific Partnership Program. The 

exercise is hosted alternately between both countries. 

 The exercise aims at enhancing understanding, cooperation and interoperability between 

two Armies. This will help them in undertaking joint operations at battalion level in 

mountainous terrain with cold climatic conditions under the ambit of the United Nations. 

 Other Exercises between India and the US: 

 Exercise Tiger Triumph (Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief exercise) 

 Exercise Vajra Prahar (Special Forces‘ Exercise) 

 Cope India (Air Force). 

 Malabar Exercise (Quadrilateral naval exercise of India, USA, Japan and Australia). 

 Red Flag (US‘ multilateral air exercise). 

 

5. Geospatial Energy Map  

Why in News? 

 NITI Aayog has recently launched a comprehensive Geographic Information System (GIS)-

based Geospatial Energy Map of India. 

Highlights: 

 The Association of Geospatial Industries released a report titled ―Potential of Geospatial 

Technologies for the Water Sector in India''.  
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 It is developed by the NITI Aayog in collaboration with Indian Space Research 

Organisation (ISRO) with the support of Energy Ministries. 

 It provides a holistic picture of all energy resources of the country. 

 It enables visualisation of energy installations such as conventional power plants, oil and 

gas wells, petroleum refineries, coal fields and coal blocks, district-wise data on renewable 

energy power plants and renewable energy resource potential through 27 thematic layers. 

 A GIS is a computer system for capturing, storing, checking, and displaying data related to 

positions on Earth‘s surface. 

 It can show many different kinds of data on one map, such as streets, buildings, and 

vegetation. 

 It enables people to more easily see, analyze, and understand patterns and relationships. 

 It attempts to identify and locate all primary and secondary sources of energy and their 

transportation/transmission networks to provide a comprehensive view of energy 

production and distribution in a country. 

 It is aimed at integrating energy data scattered across multiple organizations and to 

present it in a consolidated, visually appealing graphical manner. 

 It leverages the latest advancements in web-GIS technology and open-source software to 

make it interactive and user friendly. 

 It will be useful in planning and making investment decisions. 

 It will also aid in disaster management using available energy assets. 

 Geospatial Mapping is a type of spatial analysis technique that typically employs software 

capable of rendering maps, processing spatial data, and applying analytical methods to 

terrestrial or geographic datasets, including the use of Geographic Information Systems. 

 It is different from traditional mapping, as Geospatial Mapping provides us with 

computerized data that can be used to create a custom map designed for your needs. 

 

6. Zeolite Oxygen Concentrators: Chemistry in 3-D 

Why in News? 

 To meet the demand of oxygen supply in the country during the peak of pandemic, the 

Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) had chartered the Air India to 

import ‗Zeolite‘ from different countries. 

What are Zeolites? 

 Zeolites are highly porous, 3-dimensional meshes of silica and alumina. 
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 In nature, they occur where volcanic outflows have met water. 

 Synthetic zeolites have proven to be a big and low-cost boon. 

Uses in Oxygen Concentrator: 

 One biomedical device that has entered our lexicon during the pandemic is the Oxygen 

Concentrator. 

 This device has brought down the scale of oxygen purification from industrial-size plants 

to the volumes needed for a Single Person. 

 At the heart of this technology are synthetic frameworks of silica and alumina with 

nanometer-sized pores that are rigid and inflexible. 

 Beads of one such material, zeolite 13X, about a millimeter in diameter, are packed into 

two cylindrical columns in an oxygen concentrator. 

How does it work? 

 Zeolite performs the chemistry of separating oxygen from nitrogen in air. 

 Being highly porous, zeolite beads have a surface area of about 500 square meters per 

gram. At high pressures in the column, nitrogen is in a tight embrace, chemically speaking, 

with the zeolite. 

 Interaction between the negatively charged zeolite and the asymmetric nucleus 

(quadrupole moment) of nitrogen causes it to be preferentially adsorbed on the surface of 

the zeolite. 

 Oxygen remains free, and is thus enriched. 

 Once nitrogen is captured, what flows out from the column is 90%-plus oxygen. 

 After this, lowering the pressure in the column releases the nitrogen, which is flushed out, 

and the cycle is repeated with fresh air. 

 

7. Submarine Launched Ballistic Missile (SLBM) 

Why in News? 

 North Korea has recently fired a Submarine Launched Ballistic Missile (SLBM) from off its 

East Coast. North Korea is barred from testing ballistic missiles and nuclear weapons 

under international law. 

Highlights: 

 It is a rocket-propelled self-guided strategic-weapons system that follows a ballistic 

trajectory to deliver a payload from its launch site to a Predetermined Target. 
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 Ballistic trajectory is the path of an unpowered object, as a missile, moving only under the 

influence of gravity and possibly atmospheric friction and with its surface providing no 

significant lift to alter the course of flight. 

 It can carry conventional high explosives as well as chemical, biological, or nuclear 

munitions. 

 The International Code of Conduct against Ballistic Missile Proliferation (ICOC), now 

known as the Hague Code of Conduct against Ballistic Missile Proliferation (HCOC), is a 

political initiative aimed at globally curbing ballistic missile proliferation. 

 India is a signatory to this convention. 

 Established in April 1987, the voluntary Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) aims 

to limit the spread of ballistic missiles and other unmanned delivery systems that could be 

used for chemical, biological, and nuclear attacks. 

 India has joined the MTCR. 
 

 

8. What are Non-Transgenic Gene Editing techniques? 

Why in News? 

 The Centre is yet to decide on a research proposal from scientists which would allow plants 

to be genetically modified without the need for conventional Transgenic Technology. 
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What is Genome Editing? 

 Genome editing (also called gene editing) is a group of technologies that give scientists the 

ability to change an organism‘s DNA. 

 These technologies allow genetic material to be added, removed, or altered at particular 

locations in the genome. Several approaches to genome editing have been developed. 

Techs for Genome Editing 

 The core technologies now most commonly used to facilitate genome editing are 

 Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)- associated protein 9 

(Cas9) 

 Transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) 

 Zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs) 

 Homing endonucleases or meganucleases 

 Newer technologies 

 The Institute has now moved to newer technologies such as Site-Directed Nuclease (SDN) 

1 and 2. They aim to bring precision and efficiency into the breeding process using gene-

editing tools such as CRISPR, whose developers won the Nobel Prize for Chemistry in 

2020. 

CRISPR 

 CRISPR-Cas9 was adapted from a naturally occurring genome editing system in bacteria. 

 The bacteria capture snippets of DNA from invading viruses and use them to create DNA 

segments known as CRISPR arrays. The CRISPR arrays allow the bacteria to ―remember‖ 

the viruses (or closely related ones). If the viruses attack again, the bacteria produce RNA 

segments from the CRISPR arrays to target the viruses‘ DNA. The bacteria then use Cas9 

or a similar enzyme to cut the virus DNA apart, which disables the virus. This method is 

faster, cheaper, more accurate, and more efficient than other existing Genome Editing 

Methods. 

What is Non-Transgenic Gene Editing? 

 Unlike the older GM technology which involves the introduction of foreign DNA, the new 

proposal involves the use of gene editing tools to directly tweak the plant‘s own genes 

instead. It does not involve inserting any foreign DNA. 

Use in India: 

 Scientists at the Indian Agricultural Research Institute (IARI) are in the process of 

developing resilient and high-yield rice varieties using such gene editing techniques. 
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 However, this proposal has been pending with the Genetic Engineering Appraisal 

Committee (GEAC) for almost two years. 

Why needs such Technique? 

 Similar to natural mutation: But in this case, this protein is right there in the plant, and is 

being changed a little bit, just as nature does through mutation. 

 Faster and cheaper: It is much faster and far more precise than natural mutation or 

conventional breeding methods which involve trial and error and multiple breeding cycles. 

 Safe for consumption: When a protein comes from an outside organism, then you need to 

test for safety. 

 Pathbreaking: It is potentially a new Green Revolution. 

No Approval Issues: 

 The SDN 1 and SDN 2 categories of genome-edited plants do not contain any foreign DNA 

when they are taken to the open field trials. 

 The US, Canada, Australia and Japan are among the countries which have already 

approved the SDN 1 and 2 technologies as not akin to GM. 

 So, such varieties of rice can be exported without any problem. 

 The European Food Safety Authority has also submitted its opinion that these technologies 

do not need the same level of safety assessment as conventional GM. 

 

9. Hybrid Immunity 

Why in News? 

 A study has shown that a 

combination of natural infection 

with a single dose of vaccine 

provides greater immunity than 

either natural infection without 

vaccination or full vaccination in 

individuals. 

What is the New Study? 

 People without prior infection 

but fully vaccinated with the Pfizer or AstraZeneca vaccine showed a decline in 

neutralising antibodies over a period of three to seven months. 

 But the decline was much less in vaccinated people with prior infection. 
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 People with hybrid immunity had a higher and more durable neutralising antibody 

response. 

 The hybrid immunity offers stronger protection than just infection or full vaccination 

alone. 

What is Hybrid Immunity? 

 It is natural immunity from an infection combined with the immunity provided by the 

vaccine. 

 The immunological advantage from hybrid immunity arises mostly from memory B cells. 

What are Memory B cells? 

 In immunology, a memory B cell (MBC) is a type of B lymphocyte that forms part of the 

adaptive immune system. 

 B lymphocytes are the cells of the immune system that make antibodies to invade 

pathogens like viruses. 

 They form memory cells that remember the same pathogen for faster antibody production 

in future infections. 

How do they Assist Hybrid Immunity? 

 While the bulk of antibodies after infection or vaccination decline after a short while, the 

memory B cells get triggered on subsequent infection or vaccination. 

 The memory B cells triggered by infection and those triggered by vaccination have 

different responses to viruses. 

 Infection and vaccination expose the spike protein to the immune system in vastly 

different ways. 

 After full vaccination, antibodies produced by natural infection continued to grow in 

potency and their breadth against variants for a year after infection. 

 Unlike after vaccination, the memory B cells formed after natural infection are more likely 

to make antibodies that block immune-evading variants. 
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10. White Dwarf 

Why in News? 

 An international team recently saw a white dwarf losing its brightness in 30 minutes, 

which usually takes a period of several Days to Months. 

Highlights: 

 This peculiarity in brightness of white dwarfs can be referred to as switch on and off 

phenomena. Using the Hubble Space telescope and Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite 

(TESS), astronomers have identified several white dwarfs over the years. 

 White dwarfs are stars that have burned up all of the hydrogen they once used as nuclear 

fuel. Such stars have very high density. 

 A typical white dwarf is half the size of our Sun and has a surface gravity 1,00,000 times 

that of Earth. Stars like our sun fuse hydrogen in their cores into helium through nuclear 

fusion reactions. Fusion in a star's core produces heat and outward pressure (they bloat up 

as enormous red giants), but this pressure is kept in balance by the inward push of gravity 

generated by a star's mass. When the hydrogen, used as fuel, vanishes and fusion slows, 

gravity causes the star to collapse in on itself into white dwarfs. 

 Those white dwarfs which have enough mass reach a level called the Chandrasekhar Limit. 

 At this point the pressure at its center becomes so great that the star will detonate in a 

thermonuclear supernova (explosion). 

 The white dwarf, which is discussed, is part of a binary system called TW Pictoris, where a 

star and a white dwarf orbit each other. 

 The two objects are so close to each other that the star transfers material to the white 

dwarf. As this material approaches the white dwarf it forms an accretion disk or a disk of 

gas, plasma, and other particles around it. 

 As the accretion disk material slowly sinks closer towards the white dwarf it generally 

becomes brighter. 

 Also there are cases when the donor stars stop feeding the white dwarf disk. However, 

reasons for this are still not clear. 

 Magnetic gating happens when the magnetic field is spinning so rapidly around the white 

Dwarf it creates a barrier disrupting the amount of matter the white dwarf can receive. 

 This discovery will help understand the physics behind accretion – how black holes and 

neutron stars feed material from their nearby stars. 
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5. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS  

1. India and Israel Free Trade Agreement 

Why in News? 

 India and Israel recently agreed to resume negotiations on a Free Trade Agreement (FTA) 

from Next Month as the two sides are confident to conclude the long-pending deal by June 

Next Year. 

About the News: 

 External Affairs Minister S Jaishankar announced after he met Alternate Prime Minister 

and Foreign Minister Yair Lapid that it will be concluded by June of next year.  

 Israel has also joined the International Solar Alliance, a global initiative that India has 

spearheaded, with Jaishankar and Israel‘s Energy Minister Karine Elharrar signing on the 

Agreement. 

What are the other Important Events? 

 In order to ease travel between the Two Countries amidst the Covid pandemic, India and 

Israel have also agreed to mutually recognise vaccination certificates. 

 He will also be holding talks with leading academics from all over Israel, business 

community leaders and interacting with the Indian Jewish community. 

 Jaishankar will also be visiting places of historical significance to India, demonstrating its 

long-term presence in the region and constructive role played in shaping the history of the 

region. 

Historical Background: 

 India and Israel elevated bilateral relations to a strategic partnership during the historic 

visit of Prime Minister Narendra Modi to Israel in July 2017. 

 Since then, the relationship between the two countries has focused on expanding 

knowledge-based partnership, which includes collaboration in innovation and research, 

including boosting the ‗Make in India‘ Initiative. 

India‟s Stand on Israel-Palestine Conflict: 

 India was one of the few countries to oppose the United Nations‘ partition plan in 

November 1947, echoing its own experience during independence a few months earlier. 

 India recognised Israel in 1950 but it is also the first non-Arab country to recognise 

Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO) as the sole representative of the Palestinians. 

India is also one of the first countries to recognise the statehood of Palestine in 1988. 
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 In 2014, India favoured the United Nations Human 

Rights Council‘s (UNHRC) resolution to probe Israel‘s 

human rights violations in Gaza. Despite supporting the 

probe, India abstained from voting against Israel in 

UNHRC in 2015. 

 As a part of Link West Policy, India has de-hyphenated 

its relationship with Israel and Palestine in 2018 to treat both the countries mutually 

independent and exclusive. 

 In June 2019, India voted in favour of a decision introduced by Israel in the UN Economic 

and Social Council (ECOSOC) that objected to granting consultative status to a Palestinian 

Non-Governmental Organization. 

 

2. Turkey added to FATF Grey List 

Why in News? 

 The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) has added Turkey, along with Jordan and Mali, in 

its revised list of ―jurisdictions under increased monitoring‖, also known as the FATF grey 

list. There are now 23 countries in the list. 

About the News: 

 If countries fail to prevent international money laundering and terrorist financing, then 

they shall be placed on the grey list. According to the FATF, when a jurisdiction is placed  

under increased monitoring, ―it means the country has committed to swiftly resolve the 

identified strategic deficiencies within agreed timeframes and is subject to extra checks‖. 

 The FATF took two countries — Botswana and Mauritius — out of the grey list.  

 It is because these countries had made significant progress in addressing the strategic 

AML/CFT (Anti-Money Laundering/Combating the Financing of Terrorism) deficiencies 

identified earlier by the FATF and included in their respective action plans. 

About FATF: 

 The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) is an inter-governmental body established in 

1989 during the G7 Summit in Paris. 

 The objectives of the FATF are to set standards and promote effective 

implementation of legal, regulatory and operational measures for combating 

money laundering, terrorist financing and other related threats to the integrity 

of the international financial system. 
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 Its Secretariat is located at the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development 

(OECD) headquarters in Paris. 

 Member Countries: As of 2019, it consists of thirty-seven member jurisdictions. India is 

one of the members. 

 FATF has Two Lists: 

 Grey List: Countries that are considered safe haven for supporting terror funding and 

money laundering are put in the FATF grey list. This inclusion serves as a warning to 

the country that it may enter the blacklist. 

 Black List: Countries known as Non-Cooperative Countries or Territories (NCCTs) 

are put in the blacklist. These countries support terror funding and money laundering 

activities. The FATF revises the blacklist regularly, adding or Deleting Entries. 

 The FATF Plenary is the decision making body of the FATF. It meets three times per year. 

FATF and Pakistan: 

 Pakistan was placed on the grey list by the FATF in June 2018 and was given a 27 Point 

plan of Action to complete by October 2019, or face the risk of being placed on the black 

list with Iran and North Korea. 

 Pakistan was previously placed on the FATF's grey list in February 2012, and had been 

removed from the grey list in February 2015 after it passed a National Action Plan (NAP) 

to deal with terrorism after the Peshawar School massacre in December 2014. 

 It was placed under severe restrictions in the years 2008-2012. 

 Now due to its failure to completely implement the 27-point action plan to check terror 

financing Pakistan is likely to be retained in the FATF‘s Grey list. 

 The FATF noted the insufficiency of Pakistan‘s implementation as ―serious concerns‖. 

 The main purpose behind the decision is to not punish rather than incentivise, to make the 

required changes and make them faster. 

What are the Impacts? 

 By remaining on the ―Grey List‖, it would be difficult for countries on Grey list to 

get financial aid from the International Monetary Fund (IMF), World Bank 

and European Union, making its financial condition more precarious. 
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3. Srinagar Students booked under UAPA  

Why in News? 

 The J&K police recently lodged two First Information Reports (FIRs) under the Unlawful 

Activities Prevention Act (UAPA) a day after multiple videos allegedly showed students of 

two medical colleges in Srinagar celebrating the Pakistan cricket team‘s victory over India 

in the T20 World Cup on Sunday. 

About the News: 

 Multiple videos, including those of medical students, went viral on social media on Sunday 

night, immediately after the Pakistan Team won the match in Dubai.  

 In a few videos, students were seen cheering and raising slogans. The videos evoked sharp 

reactions on social media, with demands for action against these students. 

 The cases have been filed under Section 13 of the UAPA and Sections 105-A and 505 of the 

Indian Penal Code (IPC). 

 Several medical students termed the police action ―harsh‖ and ―unprecedented‖. 

 They said that students have been cheering for all the players, irrespective of their teams, 

who played well during the India-Pakistan clash. It‘s a sport and people entertain 

themselves by cheering for their favourites. It‘s unfortunate the police took such a harsh 

decision after coming under pressure from social media activists. 

About UAPA: 

 UAPA passed in 1967 aims at effective prevention of unlawful activities associations in 

India. 

 Unlawful activity refers to any action taken by an individual or association intended to 

disrupt the territorial integrity and sovereignty of India. 

 The Act assigns absolute power to the central government, by way of which if the Centre 

deems an activity as unlawful then it may, by way of an Official Gazette, declare it so. 

 It has death penalty and life imprisonment as highest punishments. 

 Under UAPA, both Indian and foreign nationals can be charged. It will be applicable to the 

offenders in the same manner, even if crime is committed on a foreign land, outside India. 

 Under the UAPA, the investigating agency can file a charge sheet in maximum 180 days 

after the arrests and the duration can be extended further after intimating the court. 

 The 2004 amendment, added ―terrorist act" to the list of offences to ban organisations for 

terrorist activities, under which 34 outfits were banned. 
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 Till 2004, ―unlawful" activities referred to actions related to secession and cession of 

territory. 

 In August 2019, Parliament cleared the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Amendment Bill, 

2019 to designate individuals as terrorists if the individual commits or participates in acts 

of terrorism, prepares for terrorism, promotes terrorism or is otherwise involved in 

terrorism. 

 The Act empowers the Director General of National Investigation Agency (NIA) to grant 

approval of seizure or attachment of property when the case is investigated by the said 

agency. 

 The Act also empowers the officers of the NIA, of the rank of Inspector or above, to 

investigate cases of terrorism in addition to those conducted by the DSP or ACP or above 

rank officer in the state. 

Criticisms of UAPA: 

 The law is often misused and abused. It could be used against political opponents and civil 

society activists who speak against the government and brand them as ―terrorists.‖ 

 The 2019 amendment gives unfettered powers to investigating agencies. 

 The law is against the federal structure; given that ‗Police‘ is a state subject under 7th 

schedule of Indian Constitution. 

What Needs to be done? 

 Anti-terror laws should not be used as tool to silence the critics of government. 

 A committee may be set up to examine and supervise the process of designating 

individuals as terrorists and investigation of cases with objectivity and fairness. 

 Arbitrariness under the law should be checked through Judicial Review. 

 

5.1. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS & MISCELLANEOUS 

SNIPPETS 

1. Bhutan-China Border Agreement 

Why in News? 

 In a step towards resolving their boundary disputes, Bhutan and China signed an 

agreement on a three-Step roadmap to help speed up talks to ―break the deadlock‖ in 

negotiations. 
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Bhutan-China Border Issues: 

 Bhutan shares an over 400-km-long border with China. 

 Doklam: China wants to exchange the valleys to the north of Bhutan with the pasture land 

to the west (including Doklam), totalling 269 square kilometres. 

 Jakarlung and Pasamlung valleys: located near Tibet to Bhutan‘s North, which measure 

495 sq. kms. Sakteng Wildlife Sanctuary Project: China claims this area (near to Arunachal 

Pradesh) in eastern Bhutan as its own. 

What is the Recent Agreement? 

 The roadmap ―for Expediting the Bhutan-China Boundary Negotiations‖, is expected to 

progress on the boundary talks process that has been delayed for five years. 

 It was stalled due to the Doklam standoff in 2017, and then by the Covid Pandemic. 

 Although China and Bhutan do not have official diplomatic relations they have engaged in 

24 rounds of ministerial-level talks to resolve their border dispute. 

Implications for India: 

 The boundary issue between China and Bhutan is special because it not only relates to 

Bhutan but also has become a negative factor for China-India ties. 

 China control much of the Doklam: Since the 2017 stand-off with India, Beijing has already 

strengthened its de facto control over much of the Doklam plateau, located strategically 

along the India-China-Bhutan trijunction. 

 Bhutan supports it: This agreement has been equally endorsed and appreciated by Bhutan 

and China. Deadlock at LAC talks: Its timing is particularly significant New, given India-

China border talks on their 17-month-old standoff at the Line of Actual Control appear to 

have hit an deadlock. 

 India‘s strategic risks: This has big implications for India, since the Doklam swap would 

have given China access to the strategically sensitive ―chicken neck‖ of the Siliguri corridor. 
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 India‘s interest 

(a) Doklam 

 The Doklam plateau remains hugely critical for India due to the Siliguri Corridor that 

lies to the south of Doklam. 

 The corridor, also known as the ‗Chicken‘s Neck‘, is a 22-km wide major arterial road 

connecting mainland India with its northeastern states and thus it is a highly sensitive 

area for China. 

(b) Sakteng: the hotspot 

 The Sakteng sanctuary adjoins West Kameng district and Tawang disticts in India‘s 

Arunachal Pradesh state. 

 Its strategic value lies in its proximity to Arunachal Pradesh, where China claims 

around 90,000 sq km of Indian territory. 

 Tawang, the major bone of contention between India and China in the eastern sector of 

their border dispute, lies to the northeast of the Sakteng. 

 Bhutan has to balance its ties with India as well as China. 

 We need to explore channels that India can activate with Bhutan when it comes to the 

highly sensitive matter of settling the boundary dispute between them and China. 

2. Kushinagar Airport 

Why in News? 

 When Prime Minister Narendra Modi declares open the Kushinagar International Airport 

in Uttar Pradesh on October 20, a sizeable Sri Lankan contingent, led by a member of the 

first family, will be present. 

About Kushinagar:  

 Kushinagar is located in the north-eastern part of Uttar Pradesh about 50 km east of 

Gorakhpur and is one of the important Buddhist pilgrimage sites where Buddhists believe 

Gautama Buddha attained Parinirvana after his death.  

 It is an international Buddhist pilgrimage circuit spanning India and Nepal. It is dotted 

with several other Buddhist sites in the region such as Kapilvastu, Sravasti, and Lumbini. 

 Kapilvastu: It is the ancient city where Gautama Buddha spent 29 years of his life. 

 Lumbini: According to Buddhist tradition, Lord Buddha was born in Lumbini. Lumbini is 

located in Nepal. 

 Sravasti: Sravasti was the capital of Kosala kingdom. It is located near the West Rapti 

river. 
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 Its declaration as an ―International Airport‖ will offer improved connectivity, wider choice 

of competitive costs to the air-travellers. It will result in boosting of domestic/international 

tourism and economic development of the regions. 

3. UAVs boost Army watch in eastern sector 

Why in News? 

 The Army Aviation has recently got control of Heron-I unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) in 

the eastern sector. 

Heron-I Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV): 

 It is a medium-altitude long-endurance (MALE) unmanned air vehicle (UAV) system 

primarily designed to perform strategic reconnaissance and surveillance operations. 

 It was developed by the Malat division of Israel Aerospace Industries. 

 These are not equipped with offensive weapons and are confined to being used in 

reconnaissance missions. With this, India has the capability to attack enemy positions and 

even moving targets deep inside enemy territory without having to send across a fighter 

aircraft. 

Details: 

 This brings all aviation assets under one roof and augments its ability to keep an eye on 

Chinese activities across the border. In the last few years, the Army and Air Force have 

significantly upgraded their defences in the eastern sector, including induction of new 

equipment, as part of efforts to match China‘s build-up and infrastructure development on 

its side of the Line of Actual Control (LAC). There has also been a major impetus to 

infrastructure development in the region. During the standoff in eastern Ladakh, the Army 

Aviation had seen a significant increase in the employment of helicopters along the 

northern borders. The Army Aviation Brigade at Missamari, Assam was raised in March 

2021 to enable better command and control of aviation resources. The Brigade operates 

the Cheetah and Advanced Light Helicopter (ALH) Dhruv utility helicopters, Rudra 

weaponised ALH and Heron-I UAVs. 

Significance: 

 There are certain advantages of UAVs or remotely piloted aircraft (RPA) being with Army 

Aviation. Heron-I unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) were earlier with the Artillery. 

 All aerial assets under one umbrella allows optimised employment of RPAs during 

operations in conjunction with other aviation assets. 

 In the future battlefield, manned and unmanned aircraft teaming will reap huge dividends. 
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4. COP 26 United Nations Climate Change Conference 

Why in News? 

 The COP 26 United Nations Climate Change Conference will be hosted by the UK from 31st 

October to 12th November. 

Highlights: 

 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) published its assessment report on 

Earth‘s climate, highlighting heat waves, droughts, extreme rainfall and sea-level rise in 

the coming decades. 

 COP 26 Goals: According to the United Nations Climate Change Framework Convention 

(UNFCCC), COP26 will work towards four goals: 

 To secure Global Net-Zero by Mid-Century and keep 1.5 Degrees within reach. 

 Countries are being asked to come forward with ambitious 2030 emissions reductions 

targets that align with reaching net zero by the middle of the century. 

 To deliver on these stretching targets, countries will need to Accelerate the phase-out of 

coal, Curtail deforestation, Speed up the switch to electric vehicles and Encourage 

investment in renewables. 

 Countries will work together to ‗protect and restore ecosystems and build defences, 

warning systems and resilient infrastructure and agriculture to avoid loss of homes, 

livelihoods and even lives.‘ 

 Developed countries must make good on their promise to mobilise at least USD100bn in 

climate finance per year. 

 Another important task at the COP26 is to ‗finalise the Paris Rulebook‘. 

 Leaders will work together to frame a list of detailed rules that will help fulfil the Paris 

Agreement. 

 Update its Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs). 

 (NDCs detail the various efforts taken by each country to reduce the national emissions) 

 Sector by sector plans are needed to bring about development. 

 Decarbonisation of the electricity, transport sector and starting to look at carbon per 

passenger mile is needed. 

 Aggressively figure out how to transition the coal sector. 
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5. The Outlines of a National Security Policy 

Why in News? 

 National security concepts have, in the two decades of the 21st century, undergone 

fundamental changes. Cyberwarfare has vastly reduced the deterrent value of conventional 

deterrents. 

Emergence of Cyberwarfare: 

 In the 21st century, after cybertechnology enters as an important variable in nations‘ 

defence policies. Geographical land size or GDP size will be irrelevant in war-making 

capacity or deterrence. These fundamental changes are entirely due to the earlier 20th 

century innovations in cybertechnology and software developments. 

 Drones, robots, satellites and advanced computers as weapons are already in use. 

 Some examples of further innovations are artificial intelligence and nanotechnology. 

 Tracking those cyber warfare threat will need a new national security policy. 

 By credible accounts, China, recently, publicly cautioned Indians to sit up and take notice 

by using cybertechnology to shut down Mumbai‘s electric supply in populated areas of the 

city, for a few hours. 

Four Dimensions of National Security Policy: 

 Objectives: the objective of the National Security Policy in the 21st century is to define 

what assets are required to be defended, the identity of opponents. 

 Although the novel coronavirus is perhaps accidental, it has completely destabilised 

peoples globally and their governments in all nations of the world over. 

 This is a preview of the kinds of threats that await us in the coming decades which a 

national security policy will have to address by choosing a nation‘s priorities. 

 Priorities: National security priorities will require new departments for supporting 

several frontiers of innovation and technologies such as hydrogen fuel cells, desalination of 

seawater, thorium for nuclear technology, anti-computer viruses, and new immunity-

creating medicines. This focus on a new priority will require compulsory science and 

mathematics education, especially in applications for analytical subjects. 

 Strategy: The strategy required for this new national security policy will be to anticipate 

our enemies in many dimensions and by demonstrative but limited pre-emptive strikes by 

developing a strategy of deterrence of the enemy. 

 For India, it will be the China cyber capability factor which is the new threat for which it 

has to devise a new strategy. 
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 Resource Mobilisation: The macroeconomics of resource mobilisation depends on 

whether a nation has ‗demand‘ as an economic deficit or not. 

 If demand for a commodity or service is in deficit to clear the market of the available 

supply of the same, then liberal printing of currency and placing it in the hands of 

consumers is recommended for the economy to recover the demand-supply parity. 

 A way to increase demand is by lowering the interest rate on bank loans or raising the rates 

in fixed deposits which will enable banks to obtain liquidity and lend liberally for 

enhancing investment for production. 

 If it is ‗supply‘ that is short or in deficit compared to demand, then special measures are 

required to incentivise to encourage an increase in supply. 

 

6. Crises in Pakistan is an occasion to reflect on the long-term regional 

consequences 

Why in News? 

 Whether it can or should make a difference to Pakistan‘s internal politics, India must pay 

greater attention to the internal dynamics of our most difficult neighbour and more 

purposefully engage a diverse set of actors in that polity. 

India‟s Interventions in Internal Affairs of Neighbours: 

 Except for Pakistan, in most other countries of the subcontinent, India is drawn quickly 

into their internal political arguments. 

 Delhi has always exercised some influence on the outcomes of those contestations. 

 It is enough to note that India‘s interventions are a recurring pattern in the subcontinent‘s 

international relations. 

 Even when Delhi is reluctant to get into the weeds of these conflicts, the competing parties 

in the neighbourhood demand India‘s intervention on their behalf. 

 All of the contestants, of course, resolutely oppose India‘s meddling when it goes against 

them. 

 But Delhi has rarely been a decisive player in Pakistan‘s internal politics. 

 Delhi‘s hands-off attitude is surprising, given India‘s huge stakes in the nature of 

Pakistan‘s policies and their massive impact on regional security. 

Current Crises in Pakistan: 

 Internal crises: Among the many challenges confronting Pakistan is the fresh breakdown 

in civil-military relations. 
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 Pakistan‘s economy is in a tailspin as it struggles to negotiate a stabilisation package with 

the International Monetary Fund. 

 The militant religious movement Tehreek-e-Labbaik Pakistan (TLP) has mounted a fresh 

march against the capital demanding the release of its arrested leader. 

 External crises: The internal crises are sharpened by worsening external conditions. 

 In Afghanistan, Pakistan has succeeded in restoring the Taliban to power. 

 The celebrations have not lasted too long; the long-awaited victory is turning sour. 

 The Arab Gulf states that have been fast friends of Pakistan are now tilting towards India. 

 Once a favourite partner of the West, Pakistan today faces tensions in its ties with the US 

and Europe. 

 More broadly, nuclear weapons and a powerful army seem unable to stop Pakistan‘s 

relative decline in relation to not just India but also Bangladesh. 

 Pakistan‘s economy is now 10 times smaller than that of India and is well behind 

Bangladesh. 

Suggestions: 

 Whether it can or should make a difference to Pakistan‘s internal politics, India must pay 

greater attention to the internal dynamics of our most difficult neighbour and more 

purposefully engage a diverse set of actors in that polity. 

 For Delhi, it is always about narrow political arguments with Rawalpindi and Islamabad; it 

is as if the people of Pakistan do not exist. 

 For India, the crises in Pakistan should be an occasion to reflect on the long-term regional 

consequences of Pakistan‘s internal turbulence. 

 It might be argued that that unlike elsewhere in the neighbourhood, Delhi‘s leverage in 

Pakistan‘s politics is limited. But it is by no means negligible. 

 

7. A festering crisis in the Palk Strait 

Why in News? 

 Five fishermen from Tamil Nadu have lost their lives in the Palk Strait in 2021 in reported 

incidents between the Indian fishermen and Sri Lankan Navy. 

 Indian fishermen while trying to earn a living, reportedly cross the International Maritime 

Boundary Line, between India and Sri Lanka. 

 They are often intercepted in Sri Lankan waters by the Sri Lankan Navy for ―illegal 

Fishing‖. 
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 Tamil Nadu fishermen‘s associations have accused the Sri Lankan Navy of brutally 

attacking the fishermen, while Sri Lanka has denied the allegations. 

Palk Strait Issue: 

 The fishermen‘s deaths serve as a stark reminder of the unresolved fisheries conflict in the 

Palk Strait. The issue has become acute from the time Sri Lanka‘s 30 year-long civil war 

ended in 2009. At the end of the civil war, Sri Lanka‘s northern Tamil fishermen, who were 

displaced and barred access to the sea, began returning to their old homes.  

 The resumption of fishing activities from North Sri Lankan fishermen led to tension with 

Tamil fishermen on the other side of the sea over the marine resources of the region. 

Bottom Trawling: 

 The practice of bottom trawling by Tamil Nadu fishermen is a grave concern. 

 The bottom trawling fishing method involves dragging large fishing nets along the seabed, 

scooping out prawns, small fishes and virtually everything else at one go. This practice is 

deemed destructive and antithetical to sustainable fishing practices. It involves a large 

volume of bycatch which could be destructive to fishing populations. As a result, the fish 

catch has fallen drastically and many varieties of fish have been vanishing. 

 Also, incessant bottom trawling along the coast of Tamil Nadu over the years has meant 

that the Tamil Nadu fishermen are drawn to the relatively resource-rich Sri Lankan waters. 

Livelihood Issue: 

 The daily wage fishermen are largely dependent on fishing and any disruption in the 

fishing activity poses a huge risk to the lives of their families. While the vessel owners have 

been able to reap substantial profits, the fishermen receive only meagre incomes while 

facing huge risks to their lives. 

Approach of Sri Lanka: 

 The Sri Lankan state‘s response to the problem has been largely a military and legal one, 

tasking its Navy with patrolling the seas and arresting ―encroachers‖, banning trawling, 

and levying stiff fines on foreign vessels engaged in illegal fishing in its territorial waters. 

 This has been inconsistent with the need for a more holistic humanitarian approach as 

proposed by the Indian side. 

Impact on the bilateral relation between India and Sri Lanka: 

 The Palk Bay conflict could be the biggest test yet to the bilateral relationship between 

India and Sri Lanka. The issue has gained political mileage in both countries and hence 

could have a disastrous Impact on the Relationship. 
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8. Queen Heo Hwang-ok memorial park 

Why in News? 

 The Ram Katha Park has been recently renovated which will be renamed as Queen Heo 

Hwang-ok memorial park. The Korean queen is believed to have had Indian roots. 

Highlights: 

 India and South Korea in 2001 signed an agreement to develop Ayodhya and Gimhae as 

sister cities. Earlier, in March 2021 Indian Defence Minister and his South Korean 

counterpart inaugurated the India-Korea Friendship Park in a ceremony at the Delhi 

Cantonment. She was a Korean queen who is believed to have been born Princess 

Suriratna of Ayodhya, daughter of King Padmasen and Indumati. 

 Padmasen ruled the ancient kingdom of Kausala (Kosala), a region that extended from 

present-day UP to Odisha. The memorial park now comprises Queen and King pavilions 

with their busts in place, and a pond to represent Princess Suriratna‘s journey. 

 Her story is described in Samguk Yusa (Memorabilia of Three Kingdoms). 

 It is a 13th-century collection of legends, folktales and history of Korea‘s three kingdoms — 

Goguryeo, Baekje and Silla — and some other regions. 

 In 48 BC, the princess travelled to Korea from the ancient land of ‗Ayuta‘ and married Kim 

Suro, founder and King of Geumgwan Gaya in south-eastern Korea. 

 There is no consensus among historians on the location of 'Ayuta' as some historians 

believe that the princess could actually be from Thailand ‘s Ayutthaya kingdom. 

 While in the popular imagination, it is associated with Ayodhya in Uttar Pradesh, there is 

no Indian account of the legend. She travelled by boat along with an entourage, having 

been sent by her father, who is said to have had a dream about her marrying king Suro. 

 A pagoda, believed to have been brought by the queen from India to calm the ocean gods, 

is placed next to the tomb. According to the legend, the princess had taken a golden egg to 

Korea, and the park includes an Egg made of Granite. 

 

9. Traffic management policy framework for drones 

Why in News? 

 The Ministry of Civil Aviation has recently notified a traffic management policy framework 

for drones. This could be regarded as the first step towards allowing Beyond Visual Line of 

Sight (BVLOS) drone operations. 
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Highlights: 

 Traffic Management Framework: The rules envisages private, third-party service 

providers for ensuring safe operations. 

 Under the framework, Unmanned Traffic Management Service Providers (UTMSP) will 

extend automated, algorithm-driven software services instead of voice communication as 

in the traditional Air Traffic Management (ATM) systems. 

 Scope of Regulation: All drones (except nano drones operating in the green zone) shall 

be required to share their real-time location through the network to the Centre. 

 Law enforcement and security agencies will also have access to some information in the 

UTM ecosystem on a need-to-know basis. 

 Responsibility of UTMSP: They will primarily be responsible for segregating and 

separating a drone from other drones and manned aircraft in the airspace below 1,000 feet 

in the country. The UTMSP will be assisted by Supplementary Service Providers (SSPs), 

who will maintain data about terrain, weather, location of manned aircraft and provide 

services such as insurance, data analytics and drone fleet management. 

 Digital Sky platform shall continue to be the interface for government stakeholders to 

provide approvals and permissions to drone operators. It provides end-to-end governance 

of drones related activities in India. 

 Financial Provisions: The policy also allows UTMSPs to levy a service fee on users, a 

small portion of which will also be shared with the Airports Authority of India. 

 Significance of the Rules: India has started taking steps towards enabling advanced use 

cases like delivery of goods using unmanned aircraft and is also looking at human 

transportation using unmanned aircraft. 

 

 


